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Preface

The poster by Mirosław Adamczyk, an invitation to the exhibition, fosters the
memory of something that recedes into the past – the windmill, rooted in the ground,
with its outstretched heaven-bound arms, the simple embroidery on a small wall hanging. Once hallmarks of the landscape and household items, part and parcel of inhabited
space, they withdraw to special places, i.e. museums like ours. They are moved to places
appointed by communities for preserving a memory of the possible ways of making
this earth habitable. They talk volumes by means of objects, evidence of taming this
world, tools for claiming land, building homesteads, performing the simplest chores
and the activities sanctioned by community custom, tools used for decoration, celebration, and deriving joy from the transformation of matter. In addition, they carry our
thoughts to what cannot be brought to a museum but what remains discernible and
sometimes puzzling in the landscape, clear in the layout of villages and fields, in the
water system, at times overgrown like cemeteries, which are yet more and more often
taken care of. This is actually the last moment for preserving the evidence of the centuries-long presence in this territory of the settlers who derived their most popular
name from the law pursuant to which their villages were founded, a name which along
with their original custom enhanced their singular position among the local population.
Our show is one of the many efforts to return to the obviousness of conversation and
mutual enrichment of various traditions of living together in a community.

I would like to extend my words of gratitude to His Excellency Marnix Krop Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Poland and Mr. Ryszard Grobelny Mayor
of Poznań, for kindly accepting the honorary patronage of this exhibition.
I am thankful to each and every person who has made this exhibition possible.

Wojciech Suchocki
Director, National Museum in Poznań
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Commo
n herita
g e across borders
Common
heritag

Five hundred years ago, in a period that “The Netherlands” as a nation state did
not yet exist, but formed a part of the Holy Roman Empire, it was afflicted by flooding,
epidemics, hunger and poverty. The sixteenth century was a period of great instability
and unrest in Western and Central Europe at political and social as well as religious
levels. For many inhabitants of ‘The Low Countries’, it was a reason to leave the country
and many of them found a safe haven in the relatively quiet and hospitable Kingdom of
Poland. These immigrants were not the first Dutch that settled in Poland and they
would also not be the last ones who found a new home in Poland.
From 1000 years ago, the period that “Frisians” established a ‘commercial centre’
in the neighbourhood of Szczecin, until today Polish-Dutch relations have been close and
productive, both economically and culturally. Dutch colonists settled in the flood areas of
the Polish rivers, and with their knowledge of water they managed to cultivate their new
homeland. Also the extensive trade between Poland and the Netherlands in the 17th and
18th centuries brought entrepreneurs, scientists and artists from west to east and also
vice versa.
I am very pleased that the National Museum in Poznan took the initiative to organize an exhibition about the almost forgotten history of the ‘Olędry’ in Poland.
Through the exhibited items - photographs, tools, household goods and other
remains of the immigrants - the exhibition gives an exceptional impression of the life of
the Dutch during almost 500 years, in a peaceful Polish society which gave room to
different cultures and religions.
Awareness of our common history and of the effort of our two countries and
their peoples in shaping Europe, not only in the last 15 years, but throughout the past,
has definitely contributed to the unification of modern Europe. A Europe in which Poland occupies an important and promising place, keeping to its historical role of providing hospitality to the growing number of Dutch tourists, artists and businessmen who
feel, as has been the case for a thousand years, at home in Poland.

Marnix Krop
Ambassador of the Netherlands in Poland
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“Olędry”. Spaces Beside Us
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Witold PrzewoŸny
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Lgiñskie Holêdry, Wijewo municipality,
Wielkopolska Province. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

Dutch-type windmill, 1897, Gromada,
Wyrzysk municipality. Open Air Park,
Osiek on Noteæ. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Amidst picturesque meadows and fields, surrounded by the forests of the
Przemêcki Landscape Park, there are Lgiñskie Holendry, a place marked on a map
with a dirt road that seems to lead nowhere. A complete wilderness with vast
views, a small lake and the remains of narrow canals running along the meadows. In the centre, a veritable island of greenery on a small hill, there are groups
of trees: resplendent chestnut trees and lindens, a willow of at least 200 years
and orchards that have run wild completely. A dirt road lined with plum and
cherry trees leads towards Holendry, a place dubbed this way by the inhabitants
of nearby Lgiñ, Wijewo, Brenna, and Zalesie. When one comes closer, the lilac
bushes reveal remains of cottages and outbuildings. One can see here fragments
of a fence that used to surround three homesteads and the collapsed columns of
the entrance gate with the year 1930 still visible, a remembrance of the last years
of prosperity of the small olêder settlement established here in the second half of
the 18th century. Only upon entering the overgrown area of old-time homesteads
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can one see that they were built
on artificial mounds known as
terpy, and the earth was reclaimed from the dug out
ponds, at present dried out,
whereas the nearby canals connect the lakes in the area into
a single water system. Surely,
if an effort were taken to desilt
the principal canal, run down
for over 60 years, one could see
the weirs that used to regulate
this entire system which made
a proper irrigation of the fields
and pastures possible.
Who were the people who
devoted so much of their energy
to this place and through several generations took assiduous
care of the proper functioning
of the farmstead with a view to
making it a family business
yielding substantial profits? Older residents of the nearby villages remember
them as well-to-do Poles and Germans with whom they attended school in
Wijewo and knew well. “... Sometimes you could earn an extra dime at harvest time and they never refused if you asked them for help” 1 . Characteristically, they all referred to them as Germans or, most often, as Olêdrzy. The
canals that connected the lakes some time ago marked the boundaries between the Polish Republic and Germany and at present they constitute the
boundaries between the Wielkopolskie and the Lubuskie Provinces. The residents of the three homesteads lived and worked diligently for a few centuries
in peace and quiet, seemingly far from the main events but in truth, unbeknownst to themselves, they were all the time close to them. They lived on
a thin line that in time, without their conscious action, turned into a “wall”
of a conflict and drama. In the early spring of 1945 they too, the Olêdrzy from
Lgiñ, became the victims of the war conflict, driven out of their picturesque
little homeland which their ancestors had chosen only a few centuries previously. They left their farmsteads in a hurry but carefully locked the gates.
They left their close ones in Lgiñ and Wijewo on Evangelical cemeteries which,
no longer cared for by family members, ran into complete oblivion through
the years. In time, the graveyards became so dilapidated and overgrown with
lilacs and burdock that they are nearly inaccessible today and it is hard to
make out but one name on the overturned gravestones.

Road from KoŸmin to Polskie Olêdry.
Photo W. PrzewoŸny

Kurza Stopa n. Sieraków, fragment of
the old hydrotechnological system.
Photo W. PrzewoŸny

1
On the basis of memories of Mrs. Andrys
nee Pestka (age 80) from Lgiñ and following
a conversation with Kazimierz Wolniczak from
Brenna: prior to World War II there were three
families there by the name of Pestka, Beker,
and Barczewski.
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Lake Mniszne n. Sieraków, fragment of the old hydrotechnological system. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

Bits and pieces of the history of the Olêdrzy from the vicinity of Lgiñ have
remained in the landscape and to a limited extent also in the memory of their
erstwhile neighbours, as one of thousands of similar stories that can be heard in
many regions of Poland. Travelling along the Vistula River valley, from Kozienice
to ¯u³awy (the Marshland), close to the drainage areas of the Rivers Warta, Noteæ,
Bug, Pilica and many others, one may encounter landscapes similar to that of the
Lgiñ area, a testimony to the centuries of human effort and exemplary cooperation with nature, proof of a successful coexistence of many nationalities: the settlers from the Netherlands, Germany, Bohemia, and Poles. Meadows cut across by
canals, resplendent willows, so characteristic of Polish landscape, rows of poplars
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sown on boundary strips separating fields and along canals and
earthen levees, the forms and layouts of villages and finally the
farmsteads, often situated on artificially created terpy, are an indelible mark of the diligence and
determination in the adaptation
of the whimsical and often dangerous terrain that used to be governed only by the water element.
Lists of Polish villages, towns,
and cities in Poland include a few
dozen names like: Holandry,
Holendry, Olêdry, Olendry, Holendernie, Holenderki and many others, frequently accompanied by an
adjective: Wielkie, Polskie, Czarne, Bytoñskie, Piotrkowskie, Ró¿añskie, Strzeleckie, etc.2 . These are the names of
villages or small hamlets established at different periods of colonisation waves
since the mid-16th century. They were located most often in difficult, marshy areas near rivers, swamps, or in the midst of huge forests in areas that had never
before been deemed fit for running a farm. For this reason the word olêdry or
holendry is commonly referred also to areas located off the beaten track, at
a distance from villages, sometimes meaning a secluded spot, a retreat, without
negative connotations, however. The places known as olêdry are not haunted and
even if they look eerie and scary, those who would wish to visit them will not be
harmed. This is contrary to the folk vision of the world, which ascribes such misfortunes to all forest areas outside village premises, especially to wetlands3 . Seen
in this way, olêdry, thanks to the features of their inhabitants, were territories to
which folk negative jurisdiction did not apply. They were paradoxically distant
and different yet familiar. Very often people remembering them call them “our
Olêdrzy”, irrespective of their actual nationality.
The name Olêdrzy was applied first of all to newcomers from the Netherlands, Flanders, Friesland (the term Olêdrzy derived from the Polish word
“Holendrzy”, or “the Dutch”), but also to the later settlers from Prussia, Saxony,
Franconia and Palatinate, Swabia, Wûrttemberg as well as Silesia, Moravia, and
Bohemia. Their different language and religion – the colonists were most often
Mennonites, Calvinists, Lutherans, and Evangelicals – but first and foremost
a different culture, i.e. way of life, knowledge, world outlook, and value system
contributed to a natural distance and triggered a rather stereotypical view of the
new arrivals, associated en masse with the Germans4 . The constantly evolving
treatment of the Olêdrzy, who were once perceived as industrious and peaceful

Krystyna Weilandt – the last Mennonite
in the Marshland. Nowy Dwór Gdañski –
opening of the exhibition “Polish Polders
– Dutch Mennonites in the Vistula Delta
1530––1788/1945”. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

2
Spis miejscowoœci w Polsce, volume 1, 2,
Warsaw 2000.
3
“(...) Beyond the village limits lies an uncharted,
uncertain, and unsafe territory; the area within
the borders of the village and that foreign one
are worlds apart...”; J.S. Bystroñ, Tematy, które
mi odradzano, Warsaw 1980, p. 228.
4
Cf. L. Stoma, Antropologia kultury ludowej,
Warsaw 1986, pp. 5–56.
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Interior of a cottage from Dzier¿¹¿no n. Wieleñ from 1834. Open Air Park, Osiek on Noteæ. Photo W. Kowaliñski

5
Jerzy Sroka devotes a series of articles to the
olêder profession, passed on from one generation to the next.
“... The Olêdrzy brought in 1564 by W³adys³aw
Leszczyñski founded the villages of Neybrow and
Neydorf (as of 1928 - Moœcice Dolne and
Moœcice Górne) on the Bug River near
S³awatycze and they stayed in the region of
Podlasie for good. With time they were more and
more assimilated with the indigenous population.
Still, they remained faithful to the profession,
passed on from generation to generation. The
profession in question included the performance
of all kinds of earthworks..., ... irrigation works,
work at the construction of roads and railway
tracks, at all the major constructions in the area...,
...Frequently, when asked to provide their profession in documents of different kinds they wrote
olêder...” (and most likely no one was in any
doubt as to what the profession was exactly –
note W.P). J. Sroka, Opowieœci z Podlasia
(18,19,20), in: S³owo Podlasia, 5, 12, 19 February 1987, p. 7.

neighbours and at other times as strangers, is still visible today in spite of the fact
that the fascinating olêder history belongs to the past.
The names olêdry, referring to a place, and Olêdrzy, referring to people, are
a common denotation of a multicultural and multiethnic phenomenon that concerns also Polish farmers taking advantage of the benefits of Dutch colonisation
Law, which granted freedom and the sense of cultivating your own land. This is
then a cover term for groups of farmers-settlers, as well as the legal system and
the occupation performed 5 . The above names are commonly applied as umbrella
terms defining many complex phenomena and thus markedly blur the picture.
The history of over 400 years of migration of dwellers of rural areas from many
parts of Europe and their desire to find a living space in the territory of the Vistula
Marshlands (¯u³awy Wiœlane), Elbl¹g and Malbork Marshlands (¯u³awy Elbl¹skie
and Malborskie), Pomerania, Kujawy, Wielkopolska, Mazovia, Ma³opolska, and
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Olêder cottage from Nowy Tomyœl, 1823. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Silesia, is extremely hard to retrace today. The colonisation waves were variously
motivated in particular periods and proceeded differently in particular parts of
the country. The settlers were of different nationalities and religions. Their decisions and conditions for the establishment of their villages or hamlets were likewise dissimilar. And thus the new settlements were either cultural islands isolated from the immediate neighbours or, conversely, they were assimilated and
evidently intent on merging in with the local social and cultural landscape. Finally, the history of the places they settled in varied greatly. After a time of relative peace and tolerance there were periods of wars, conflicts, destruction, division, emerging borders and the attendant inclusion into different states, starting
from the period of partitions of Poland through to the year 1945. The old laws and
privileges granted to the Olêdrzy by Polish kings and the nobility ceased to be
respected under new circumstances, and the new terms were no longer as tolerant
and attractive. This made the settlers either migrate farther or be totally subject.
The Olêdrzy became also an object of external indoctrination; they were made to
adopt a worldview depending on growing nationalisms and waves of xenophobia.
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Interior of an olêder cottage from Nowy Tomyœl, 1823. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski

6
Such processes occur in each and every migration of the past and the present, as long as
the principle of autonomy in decision making is
respected. “(...) The coexistence of various nationalities, cultures, and religions will for a long
time still demand from us mutual respect and
tolerance. At the same time there will be more
and more ‘frontier people’, who, rooted in their
community of origin, will seek what is new and
enriching and will pursue ever higher living standards and social success promotion abroad. We
will continue to experience two feelings: a need
for security in an environment we know and
a longing for self-improvement possible in contact with what is foreign...” H. Hirsch, Nie mam
keine buty. O ludziach miêdzy Odr¹ a Wis³¹,
Warsaw 2003, pp. 15–16.
7
The olêder homesteads were equipped with
cutting edge technologies, and their cottages no
doubt aroused admiration by their exquisite furniture, frequently patterned after or commissioned in municipal workshops, their tile stoves
that heated a few rooms at the same time, or
their kitchen walls with blue tiles featuring genre
scenes motifs and characteristic Dutch windmills
or ships. The chambers were fitted with all kinds

This was especially intense in the 20 th century, a century of wars, chaos, inconceivable extermination of whole nations, forced displacements, and irretrievable
destruction of fragile social relationships fostered for many previous centuries.
A story of the Olêdrzy is then a story full of meanders, interconnected phenomena,
and dramatic events that left their indelible imprint on people’s lives.
What all of the Olêdrzy shared was a strong motivation to find their own
place to live even in such seemingly adverse natural conditions. It is worthwhile
to note that migration, a journey into the unknown, was embarked on usually by
the most desperate, people ready to seek better living conditions and guarantees
of security and freedom of belief, intent on unleashing their full potential. They
were willing to devote the knowledge, creativity and substantial work of whole
generations to prove the validity of their hard decisions. They were also ready to
bear, more or less humbly, the consequences of living far from their homelands 6 .
The Olêdrzy, who ran their farmsteads in a special way, converting wastelands and marshes into flourishing farms with blooming orchards, were wealthy
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Interior of an olêder cottage from Nowy Tomyœl, 1823. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski

people and their homesteads and cottages impressed the neighbours 7 . They were
objects of envy but also of admiration on account of the resourcefulness, cleanliness, and exemplary cooperation of their residents. Small wonder, then, that their
neighbours commented that “work was their religion”8 . Extremely positive olêder
patterns of economic success were disseminated, or marketed, as we would say
today, in the form of promoting a stereotypical set of characteristics indispensable for the achievement of success. There were mass-produced gadgets that were
distributed in Polish villages and towns: kitchen wall hangings, decorative plates,
ceramics, tiles, wallpaper, curtain with machine embroidery, merchandise packaging, etc. represented rural landscapes with a Dutch windmill, a ship, a bevy of
girls wearing Dutch costumes with characteristic bonnets, wooden clogs on their
feet. Kitchen towels hung on special racks featured inscriptions that were in fact
slogans advertising the features that were sure to win success: “Clean water,
healthier body”, “The hostess is happy when guests are around”.
All of these goods, sold during village fairs, as of the late 19th century fostered
the stereotype of a representative of the Olêdrzy, which was obvious for their imme-

of lamps, mirrors, and clocks, while the wardrobes were packed full of refined clothing, bed
sheets, curtains (as witnessed by the homestead
inventories compiled in the 19th century for the
purposes of mandatory fire insurance). The farmsteads of the Olêdrzy in the Marshland (¯u³awy)
were the first to use the sewerage system, the
water and electricity mains; each homestead had
a dirt road leading to it. The wealth and uniqueness of olêder settlements in the Marshland was
described also by Wincenty Pol in 1842: “ (...)
the host and the hostess are bustling around all
the time, the first floor of each house is the apartment of a well-to-do man: sculpted wardrobes,
porcelain and silverware sets, looking glasses
and costly clocks, paintings and gilt bronzes
hanging on the walls (...)”.
8
E.g. it is a title of a series of texts about the
population of Dutch origin in the Kwidzyñ Region.
Cf. “Ich religi¹ by³a praca. Wêdrówki œladami
Mennonitów w Dolinie Kwidzyñskiej”, in: Zeszyty
Kwidzyñskie, no. 10, Towarzystwo Mi³oœników
Ziemi Kwidzyñskiej, pp. 5–58.
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Cottage from Dzier¿¹¿no n. Wieleñ
from 1834. Open Air Park, Osiek on
Noteæ (photo taken during the “Similarity of Differences” film workshops
held in 2006 by the Jong Podium
from Utrecht. Photo W. PrzewoŸny.

9
Cf. Jacek ¯akowski’s interview with Norman Davies, “Dzieje w³asne. Jak je rzetelnie
opowiedzieæ”, Pomocnik Historyczny,
Polityka, no. 29, July 2006, p. 4.

diate neighbours, who were able to confront the advertisement slogans with their
actual picture, and for those who never saw a real Olêder with their own eyes.
The history of those settlers and their picturesque settlements and villages
was in perfect harmony with the multiethnic cultural landscape of various parts
of Poland, in existence for many centuries until 1939. Passers-by on the streets of
many Polish towns and cities spoke different languages, were neighbours, friends,
or simply members of mixed families, which was purely natural. The Poland of
the past centuries was completely different from the Poland of today; as Norman
Davies has it: “...the past is another country” 9 . Within the Polish countryside
a resident of olêder settlements, situated off the beaten track, was a well-known
and respectable person, although he spoke halting Polish, was not a Catholic, and
showed off with his wealth. Contrary to what one may think, the picture of contacts with newcomers from other countries in pre-war Poland was richer and more
colourful than today, where a car with foreign licence plates is rare and provokes
excitement. Most of the relationships of old have been severed and over 60 years
later they exist only in the memories of the older generation.
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What has been left of the olêder history? To what extent is it worth recalling? Can we reconstruct by piecing together the fragments of human memory and
the remains that have survived within the landscape? Can related mute artifacts
taken out of museum storage rooms tell a story about those
people, events, and emotions?
What do we share with the Olêdrzy; after all, they
lived “next door” for over 400 years? Can the extraordinary story of past tolerance and peaceful co-existence despite differences be helpful today, when we can more and
more often spot people of different colours of the skin in
the street, and the perspective of closer contacts with foreigners from the world over as our colleagues and neighbours is only a question of time? Are we ready to accept,
after 60 years of living in a nearly monoethnic country,
that this is a novelty when seen through the prism of over
a millennium of Polish history? Are we not “Olêdrzy” of
sorts when living outside of the home country? Finally, what
will we learn about ourselves thanks to this story, now that
we enter those old spaces, buy old wooden cottages and,
enchanted by the landscape, sit within the shadow of resplendent lindens and chestnut trees, asking ourselves questions: “Who built this charming house” and who treaded on
its threshold and wrote the date 1753 and the inscription:
“...Lord God giveth, Lord God helpeth...” on the ceiling joist?10

10
The inscription can be read in a cottage in
S³oñsk n. Toruñ built by Marcin Nell; quotation
after: A. Walczak, Holendrzy na Pomorzu
Nadwiœlañskim i w Ciechocinku. Exhibition prospectus, VI Encounters of the Cultures of the
World, “A Gallery Under the Roof of the Sky”,
Ciechocinek 7 July – 19 August 2005.
11
The “provenance” blanks in the scientific
cards of the majority of the exhibits read as follows: formerly owned by the olêder colonists in
a village..., an object of the Marshland type,
objects formerly owned by the Germans or found
in the collection.

Kitchen towel with a Dutch motif, Ethnographic Museum in Poznañ. Photo
W. PrzewoŸny

Interior of an olêder cottage from Nowy
Tomyœl, 1823. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski
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These were the questions asked in the
course of preparations for the “Olêdry –
Spaces Beside Us” exhibition, and the exhibits, keepsakes, and landscapes are to encourage us to take an effort to come up with
our own answers. The above questions are
at the same time the underlying idea of the
exhibition and they are the focus of the story
told in the museum. The exhibition is not
meant to be a historical reconstruction; nor
does it attempt to draw demarcation lines
between the Dutch, German, Czech, or Polish
heritage. At the present state of historical and
ethnological research this is impossible as it
would entail a in-depth study of the lives of
particular individuals, rather than whole
communities and societies. The bulk of the
exhibits displayed are not accompanied by
basic information about their former owners, ethnic background, etc. Rather than that,
their selection was made on the basis of
olêder towns or regions of origin 11 . To seek
a clear-cut borderline and a precise definition of ethnic aspects of the olêder phenomenon in the general idea of the exhibition
seemed unnecessary. The very term olêdry is
sufficiently universal and comprehensive and
it of itself spins a story of a phenomenon that
is little commonly known or shrouded in
misunderstandings; it does so by means of
an ethnological essay told by the exhibition.
The history of the Olêdrzy may be told
today by referring to its traces, obliterated in part by the passage of time and
oblivion. Landscape has proved the most durable of them. The Olêdrzy were able
to model it in such a way that so many years later, even if greatly ruined, it
continues to be a readable sign of their industry. In many parts of Poland we can
still encounter landscapes of fields situated along river beds, meadows dissected
by canals and dykes, arcaded cottages of exceptional beauty in the Marshland
and along Lower Vistula, as well as characteristic olêder village and homestead
layouts. These landscapes are accompanied in the exhibition by other elements,
more detailed and more difficult for interpretation. The are connected with
hydrotechnology, a field of human endeavours the Olêdrzy excelled at. For them
the dangerous water element was a chance that brought about tangible profits;
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Vistula Marshland. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

the water element was not an enemy but a partner. They knew perfectly well when
to store excess water and when to release it. With the sole aid of a wooden shovel
with a metal fitting they constructed entire systems of interconnected canals, artificially dug ponds, earthen dykes and levees. They did all of this with a view to
being able to irrigate the fields and meadows during droughts and to redirect
masses of water when the rivers overflowed their banks. The systems of dams,
weirs and sluices, which they took care of on a daily basis, facilitated water management over great expanses of land, and at the same time called for cooperation
of whole olêder communities. No one was allowed to forget to clean up a canal
after the spring floods as this would have disturbed the entire system.
This is how the whole ¯u³awy Marshland, the villages located along the
rivers as well as, a fact displayed during the exhibition, the water systems of the
Notecka Primeval Forest functioned. Three finger lakes connected to one another
by canals with (no longer extant) water mills in Borowy M³yn, Kuku³ka, and Kurza
Stopa between them, located only a few kilometres away from Sieraków, made up
a complete water management system, one of the many in the area. Despite whole
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Vistula Marshland. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

years of devastation, we can observe here human interference in a special water
ecosystem. Today the overgrown canals and sluices no longer regulate the level of
lakes, the mills have been pulled down, and the waters are only an unpredictable
element. The Olêdrzy have not lived and worked here and in many other places for
over 60 years now and in their absence the lack of expertise in water management
is only too apparent!

12
The Dutch windmills, even if built of brick since
the early 19th century and thus more durable than
wooden ones, shared the fate of all of those unique
constructions; destroyed and dilapidated, they
gradually petered out from the landscape. In the
Marshland area there were as many as over 150
windmills prior to Word War II; today there are but
a few, nearly totally vandalized at that.

The cultural olêder landscape must also include windmills, which have acquired the status of a symbol of their presence. The Dutch, or smock, windmills
were technically far superior to the German, or post windmills, common in Poland. The characteristic construction with a revolving cap and the “mushroom”
shape of the windmills made them dominant elements of the landscape of ¯u³awy
and Pomerania. They were not only used as mills but also as pumps and thus
were an element of the hydrotechnological system12 .
Cemeteries are another hallmark of the cultural olêder landscape. Many of
them have survived until today, often completely forgotten and in a state of disre-
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pair, overgrown and inaccessible; when one asks about them, the local residents
show the way with slight embarrassment. These places show poignantly what it
means to deracinate people from their little homeland and to sever all emotional
ties. The graves cave in, no longer cared for and remembered by the loved ones,
yielding to nature. The cemeteries of the olêder Mennonites in ¯u³awy, with
characteristic tombstones amidst blooming forget-me-nots or lilacs, give an uncanny, nearly metaphysical impression. Fortunately, today these cemeteries are
more and more often places of historical heritage protected by law. Lapidaria, or
symbolic cemeteries, are set up, tombstones are subject to conservation, and there
are ecumenical religious services on the premises at least once a year. Foundations and associations meant to save old olêder cemeteries are growing in number13 .

13
For instance, in Nowy Dwór Gdañski there is
an organisation called Klub Nowodworski that
salvages Mennonite cemeteries and other elements of the heritage of former settlers. A Voluntary Committee for the Restoration of Olêder
Cemeteries has been set up in the town of Nekla
n. Wrzeœnia in the region of Wielkopolska. The
Committee’s funds were used to tidy up an Old
Lutheran cemetery in Nekielka and to unveil
a plaque in a wall of an olêder church, commemorating the settlers. At the same time efforts were taken to find the descendants of those
olêder families from Nekielka. The solemn unveiling of the tablet and the tidying up of the
cemetery were attended by 12 guests from Australia, who found a fragment of their own history
after some years.

Mennonite cemetery in Ryjewo n. Kwidzyn. Photo W. PrzewoŸny
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Mennonite cemetery in Stogi n. Malbork. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

14
The exhibition displays works loaned from the
Ethnographic Branch of the National Museum in
Gdañsk, the Ethnographic Museum in Toruñ, the
Archaeological and Historical Museum in Elbl¹g,
the Muzeum ¯u³awskie in Nowy Dwór Gdañski,
and the Museum in Kwidzyñ, a Branch of the
Malbork Museum.

The landscapes where the Olêdrzy left so many traces are still easily interpretable and relatively unambiguous to the initiated researcher. This clarity cannot be achieved when one wants to represent the world of objects, furnishings,
furniture, and tools which they themselves made or bought in keeping with their
preferences of usability, technology, and aesthetics. The exhibition presents a selection of objects from many museums which have for many years now been collecting the furnishings of the surviving interiors of olêder cottages and outbuildings 14 . This is a certain compilation of artifacts from a lot of homesteads and
from a number villages from a few regions, which do not allow a precise determination of the ethnic group, social or economic status of the user.
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However, the selection of the exhibits
allows the determination of certain characteristics of the olêder culture that recur in various
areas. On display are, in a certain rhythm: gates
and doors – furniture (chests, wardrobes, beds,
chairs) – decorative objects (porcelain and rare
clocks). The objects come in a variety of forms,
techniques of execution, materials chosen, but
also illustrate exquisite patterns and ornaments, testifying to a unique aesthetic sense of
the Olêdrzy. They chose to be surrounded by
beautiful, decorative objects, even if they were
merely planes for smoothing down wooden
planks or bowls for kneading dough. In addition, they took extra care so that all the furnishings and tools might be proof of their social and material standing, trying to stress in

Olêder cottage with an arcade in Marynowy n. Nowy Dwór Gdañski. Photo
W. PrzewoŸny
Cottage in Nowa Ró¿a n. Nowy Tomyœl,
formerly the property of the Knool family, descendants of Olêdrzy, at present
the property of Zofia and Czes³aw Zeh
from Nowy Tomyœl. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Painted wardrobe, Marshland, 2nd half
of the 19th c. Muzeum ArcheologicznoHistoryczne in Elbl¹g. Photo URAN Publishing House, Elbl¹g
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Painted dowry chest, “H. Strauß” 1863,
Marshland. Muzeum ArcheologicznoHistoryczne in Elbl¹g. Photo URAN Publishing House, Elbl¹g

Wedding chair, Marshland, 1829, Muzeum Archeologiczno-Historyczne in Elbl¹g.
Photo URAN Publishing House, Elbl¹g

15
Cf. R. Kauenhoven Janzen, J.M. Janzen,
Mennonite Furniture. A Migrant Tradition 1766 –
1910, Good Books, PA, 1991.

a tangible way the effects of their hard work, conscientiousness, and resourcefulness. The wealth and luxury in question are especially conspicuous in the furniture: dowry chests, wardrobes patterned after imposing Gdañsk and Elbl¹g furniture with their Baroque designs, frequently inlaid or richly painted. This was in
stark contrast to the religious dictates of austerity and moderation of Mennonites
or Old Lutherans. However, the type of residence with the characteristic arcades
called for a proper setting. The wall wardrobes and cabinets of all sorts were used
for storing precious porcelain, and the corner cabinets, so common in the olêder
culture, were used for keeping the Bible, song books, documents, and stationery.
Canopied beds for the house owners and folding beds for children and adolescents, finally so-called szlabany, or extendable benches used for sleeping by the
rest of the household members, are the types of furniture that could be often spotted in olêder homes also in the regions of Kujawy, Mazovia, or Wielkopolska. The
exhibition proudly presents unique chairs with woven seats and richly ornamented
backrests. The low chairs, dubbed “wedding chairs” in ¯u³awy, were most probably used for spinning wool and played some unspecified function during the
very wedding ceremony. They made special gifts for the bride, but we have no way
of knowing when and by whom they were presented and what their later role
was? That these were unusual chairs can be seen in the fact that many of them
can be found in American collections illustrating the culture of the Mennonites,
descendants of erstwhile colonists from the Marshland and Lower Vistula, who
migrated to the USA via the territory of the then Russia 15 . They were so precious
that they were carefully wrapped and taken in the long sea voyage across the
ocean, along with wardrobes, ceramics, porcelain, and a clock.
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Clocks from the ¯u³awy area, and one clock
from an old cottage from Ró¿a Nowa n. Nowy Tomyœl,
are special souvenirs left by the Olêdrzy. They measured their time and set the rhythm of the day, so that
all went according to a pre-established order. They
also reminded the owners about what is bound to
happen, as the inscription on the hour hand of one
of the clocks says: “Some day it will be your last...”.
Photographs are a vital component of the exhibit. They are either contemporary ones, showing
the present state of olêder cultural landscape, or archival pictures, where we can identify details, the
moments of time past frozen in a camera lens. The
old pictures show the Olêdrzy who, while still nameless, can tell us a lot. This olêder story can only be
built upon the fragile traces of their presence. The
aforementioned modelled landscapes, cemeteries,
cottages, and farmsteads, for a long time occupied by other people, not much
furniture and not too many tools are everything that has remained after thousands of families who lived on and developed the land for centuries, living their
daily usual existence. When we add to this meagre set less and less precise memories, it may turn out that in a few years this unusual history will be covered by
moss just like gravestones in a cemetery, and its particulars will be irretrievably
erased, as is the case with old wooden houses, windmills or other “pearls” of
landscape, which we do not respect out of ignorance. Old photographs and those
that continue the story of the migration of the Olêdrzy are, then, all the more
invaluable.
The illustrative part of the exhibit consists also of a documentary shot during summer film workshops called The Similarity of Differences, organised by Jong
Podium and the Polish Stage in Utrecht. A group of young artists from the Netherlands and Poland devoted their holidays to discovering the visible and the covert
traces of the olêder colonists in Wielkopolska, thus starting a long-term project of
a whole series of documentaries.
“Olêdry – Spaces Beside Us”, a fleeting story enchanted in museum halls, is
an attempt at recalling the places that we often pass by and the people who have
nearly all disappeared. This is a story that conveys a significant message, a story
that tells us about the things that bound people together in the past. This is
a story about cooperating with the forces of nature and drawing on one another’s
experience and skills, about how to live together in spite of differences and hurricanes of history. At the same time, this is a story about the dramas that took place
when phobias blotted out reflection and when national narcissism took the better
of reason.
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Interior of an olêder cottage from Dzier¿¹¿no n. Wieleñ from 1834. Open Air Park,
Osiek on Noteæ. Photo W. Kowaliñski

This story has got its present-day continuation as we now brush shoulders
with “new Olêdrzy” who are setting up their firms or farms somewhere beside us.
These people come from a host of different countries, are of many religions and
beliefs, speak various languages and assiduously learn to speak Polish. Just like
centuries ago, they are persevering and determined to develop a place for themselves and to prove that they are not passive. Are we ready for such encounters?
Are we cognisant of the fact that we, too, used to be “Olêdrzy” in our history, even
if no one referred to us this way?
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An Outline of the History of Dutch Law Colonisation in Poland (1547–1864)
32

Zbigniew Chody³a

The essence of Dutch law colonisation
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Willow alley, Lednogóra n. Pobiedziska. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Poland, within her historical and mostly within her present-day borders,
was one of the areas of Europe where colonisation based on Dutch law developed
intensively in the period 1547–1864, first with the participation of Dutch settlers
and then their descendants, mainly Germans and Poles. This type of settlement,
a major form of modern rent rural colonisation, took its name from the Old Polish
name for its pioneers, the Dutch (Polish Olêdrzy or Olendry), settling down chiefly
in marshlands and flood-land areas, and especially from the Dutch (olêder) law
brought by them. In the 17th and 18th centuries this law was commonly used by
colonists of other nationalities, far greater in number and settling down mainly in
areas located higher and in dry places. Therefore the settlements set up by them
and they themselves were commonly referred to as olêdry, olendry or holendry,
holêdry.
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The essence of olêder colonisation and its unique characteristics when compared with other forms of rent rural
colonisation, such as colonisation based on German law
(so³tysie settlements – villages with an elected head – and
emfiteusa colonies), did not lie in the ethnic background of
the settlers, nor in the character and way of claiming the
area for use (drainage or clearing), but rather: 1) two fundamental principles of Dutch law – collective and joint responsibility of the community for a timely and regular provision
of services for the lord by each settler and the resultant equality of rights of the settlers-land users within the community, a democratic self-government with a wider range of
entitlements and a greater degree of independence from the
feudal lord and a strong sense of a community bond, expressed by means of e.g. neighbourly mutual assistance –
as provided for in the settlement agreements concluded with
the landlord by the entire community; and 2) economic function, as expressed in the reclamation of frequently unmanageable areas, calling for – as was the case with marshlands
and areas prone to flooding – an expertise in hydrotechnology and collective cooperation and in the agriculture, consisting mainly in the cultivation of land predominantly in one block (allowing the use of individual three-field system and
crop-rotation), with a significant role, or at least one equal to the crop and other
plant cultivation, played by animal husbandry, in particular milk cattle.
The legal and economic system of this type of colonisation was further determined by other, secondary provisions of olêder law, chiefly identical with the
features of rural German law, used in its Che³mno version in villages with an
elected head and those subject to emfiteusa. These were as follows: 1) personal
freedom of the settlers and their descendants; 2) limited freedom of land usage,
consisting in the usufruct of the landlord’s land according to the conditions of
emfiteusa, first understood as years’ long, long-term renewable lease, and later in
the form of a perpetual use of the land upon the payment of so-called okupne
(wkupne), which allowed the settlers to sell the whole household with the buildings, with the landlord’s permission, upon the payment to him of a deposit, vadium, from the selling amount; 3) the character of services for the landlord, most
of which in the form of money and in kind, (possibly) work, but to a significantly
limited extent; 4) a limited judicial freedom, i.e. being subjected to the local village
court and only partly (in criminal and appellate cases) – to the dominial jurisdiction, and in the royal and ecclesial estates – to patrimonial jurisdiction; 5) the obligation to pay taxes for the Roman Catholic Church (until 1768 also by Protestants)
and the payment of state levies; 6) a principal freedom of trade, and 7) a freedom of
religion (until 1768 partly limited with respect to public worship) and the right to
establish schools, most frequently playing also the role of prayer-houses.

Ruins of a homestead in Lgiñskie Olêdry,
the only settlement of this sort founded
prior to 1789 in the Wschowa area. Photo
W. PrzewoŸny
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Colonisation based on Dutch law in Poland progressed chronologically in
three stages: I. 1547–1655/1659, II. 1660–1793/1795, and III. 1793/1796–1864.
Its conclusion and the expiry of the force of the aforementioned legal and economic criteria that made it unique with respect to other forms of rural colonisation of the feudal era and which made the Olêdrzy stand out from other farmers,
took place along with 19th-century land ownership reforms (the last one in the
territory annexed by Russia in 1864) and administrative ones. As a result of the
above reforms all the farmers became the exclusive, rightful owners of farmsteads,
free from land and judicial serfdom as well as from feudal burdens, and the rural
commune stopped being solely an agenda of local government and assumed also
the function of the lowest unit of the administrative division of the country.
At least 223 settlements were established during the first stage of the development of colonisation based on Dutch law in Poland. As many as 176 of them
were founded in the territory of Royal Prussia, 4 in the Dobrzyñ Land, 24 in Kujawy,
12 in Wielkopolska proper (in the provinces of Poznañ and Kalisz), 3 in Mazovia,
2 in Ma³opolska, and 2 (or perhaps as many as 5) in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. As many as approximately 185 of them, located in low-lying areas (¯u³awy
Wiœlane, or the Vistula Marshland) and in marshy valleys of the rivers: Vistula
and its tributaries, and partly of the Rivers Warta and Noteæ, were settled exclusively or predominantly by the Dutch and their descendants. The remaining ca. 38
settlements, mainly in higher-located areas, dry and calling first of all for treeclearing, were peopled mainly by German and Lutheran colonists. The development of colonisation based on Dutch law at this stage was connected chiefly with
the immigration of Dutch Anabaptists, almost exclusively Mennonites. Although
of significance, it was at the same time rather moderate, taking place at a time
when the feudal lords intensified their efforts to increase profits mainly from feudal farms. That is why the colonisation proceeded mainly in northern and western
regions with a network of strong cities, with the well-developed money and goods
economies, with granges producing primarily for the outside markets; the colonies were located in flood-land areas which could be managed precisely by the
Dutch, with their skills and substantial expertise. Apart from feudal Ducal Prussia
(where in the period 1527–1558 a complex of 11 colonies was established), colonisation based on Dutch law took place at least from the late 1540s in Royal
Prussia (in Gdañsk Pomerania). Following the success of the first settlers as land
improvement experts in the properties belonging to the city of Gdañsk, located in
so-called ¯u³awy Gdañskie and in the lower Vistula valley in the royal estates,
they settled in significant numbers in the estates of such cities as Elbl¹g, Toruñ,
Che³mno, in royal estates and to a far lesser degree then in ecclesial and nobility
estates. The new arrivals supplemented the methods of tillage and land management in low-lying and swampy areas that had been developed since the Middle
Ages by the indigenous population as well as by earlier German and FlemishDutch settlers.
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Map 1. Distribution and dynamics of olêder
settlement, i.e. colonisation based on Dutch
law, with the participation of the Dutch in the
First Republic and in partitioned Poland 1547–
1864. Compiled by Z. Chody³a

Map 2. A network of olêder settlements in the
former province of Poznañ (1597–1789) in the
borders from prior to 1772. Compiled by
W. Rusiñski [Dzieje Wielkopolski, vol. 1: Do roku
1793, ed. J. Topolski, Poznañ 1969, following
p. 720]
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Dutch immigrants, at the time predominant in Poland and especially in Royal
Prussia, arriving straight from the Netherlands, were almost exclusively Mennonites. The
denomination, a reformation and pacifist offshoot of Anabaptism, took its name from its
main theologian, former Roman Catholic priest from the Dutch Witmarsum, Menno Simons
(1496–1561). The main religious tenets of Mennonites were: recognition of the New Testament as a source of faith and the foundation of the social organisation of the congregation, a unique form of anti-trinitarianism (one God revealing His essence as the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit), recognition of Christ as the Head of the Church, acceptance
of only two sacraments: baptism (only of adults, or rather adolescents from age 14), and
Communion (under both kinds), as a remembrance of the Lord’s Supper, the passion of
Jesus Christ and a sign of brotherhood. Further features included: the connection between
salvation and predestination (with the rejection of purgatory), individual penance coupled with prayer, a prohibition of coercion in faith matters, a ban on swearing, actively
participating in secular life and vengeance, with the resultant condemnation of war and
an absence of military service. The Mennonite Church was different from other
antipedobaptist denominations (Bohemian and Moravian brethren), likewise opposing
Lutheranism and Calvinism in that it replaced the clergy with autonomous communes
headed by the non-ordained elders elected from among the most respectable community
members, performing their pastoral service for free. In the 16th c. the Mennonite denomination developed into three main offshoots: Swiss and Southern German Anabaptists –
Swiss brethren, Netherlands and Low German Anabaptists – Mennonites proper, and AustroMoravian Anabaptists – Huterian brethren and their offshoot – Moravian brethren.
In the area of Gdañsk Pomerania, where the vast majority of the Netherlands and
Low German Mennonites (referred to in Old Polish as Manists) settled down, close to one
another as to language and culture, they were divided on account of their origin and
different organisation of religious worship into Flemish and Friesian communes.
Mennonites proper emigrated from the Netherlands to Poland because of hindrances
in religious worship and persecution on the grounds of their confession in legal and
ownership matters, problems with the recognition of professional licences, legality of
contracted marriages, births and the heredity right as well as because of the overpopulation of the country. Their migration was likewise significantly influenced by a lack of
sufficient tillage land due to a slower pace of drainage as a result of destruction during
the independence war fought with the Spanish army as well as famines, epidemics, and
floods. The new settlers arrived in numerous small-sized groups, in the main from the
Netherlands provinces of: East Friesland, Groningen and West Friesland, the Friesian
Islands, Drenthe, Oberyssel, Gulderland, Utrecht, and Nordholland. The number of immigrants in the first stage of the development of colonisation based on Dutch law was most
probably in the area of ca. 10,000–11,000. Later on the influx of the Dutch, connected for
instance with the maintenance of relations with the home country, was rather limited
until the late 18th century, when numerous colonists from Royal Prussia and the Netherlands began to migrate to Russia. After 1580, and in particular since ca. 1615, the groups
of settlers included, besides the Dutch from the Netherlands, more and more descendants
of the first colonists from the older Dutch-Mennonite settlements, sometimes ethnically
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and confessionally mixed from the start (when some of the original inhabitants who
settled on the basis of Dutch law were left there) or only Germans and Lutherans, who
established the homesteads “the olêder way”. There were among them also the first Poles
from there and later the Germans from the Polish-German frontier and Poles from other
parts of the country (Evangelicals and Catholics).
During the second stage of the development of colonisation based on Dutch law in
Poland (1660–1795) 985 settlements were established, which was nearly five times the
number of the settlements founded in the first stage. Out of this number, as many as 675
ones (68.5%) were set up in Wielkopolska proper, and only ca. 85 in Gdañsk Pomerania
(in the provinces of Pomerania, Malbork, and Che³mno), ca. 30 in the Dobrzyñ Land, ca.
80 in Kujawy (provinces of Inowroc³aw and Brzeg and Kujawy), 71 in eastern Wielkopolska
(provinces of £êczyca and Sieradz), 38 in Mazovia (provinces of Mazovia, P³ock, and
Rawa), 3 in Ma³opolska, and 2 in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. This colonisation,
progressing at first at a slower pace because of a deep crisis of the economy based on
granges and serfdom resulting from war destruction and natural calamities (in particular at the time of the Northern War), e.g. in the form of depopulation, was intensified by
the reconstruction and the economic transformations of the country during the Enlightenment period. While descendants of the Dutch-Mennonites were still numerous among
the settlers (mainly in flood-lands and swampy areas), Germans and Evangelicals (predominantly of the Lutheran denomination) played a dominant role. They arrived from
the lands of the German Reich, mostly from the provinces bordering on Poland, such as
New March, Silesia, and West Pomerania; the reason the new settlers arrived from those
territories was mainly overpopulation and the feudal oppression of the peasants. Some
of the German-Evangelical colonists came from older settlements based on Dutch law,
but the Poles-Catholics from rural and partly from urban areas were more and more
numerous (in particular since the mid-18th century). Of the total number of settlements
established in the second stage of colonisation, only ca. 100 were inhabited solely or
almost exclusively by the descendants of the Dutch, mainly Mennonites, but also
Lutherans, frequently already Germanized linguistically and culturally. The biggest
number of such settlements were located in Royal Prussia (ca. 55), in Kujawy and the
Dobrzyñ Land (ca. 25), and in Mazovia (20); in Wielkopolska proper such colonists were
probably the exclusive residents of one settlement, and co-residents in a few others.

Dutch-Mennonite arcaded house in
Chrystków, Lower Vistula Valley,
1770. Photo M. Kawczyñski
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All in all, in the period of Old Poland (1547–1793/95) at least 1,208 settlements
undeniably based on Dutch law were established, mainly in a few provinces and
voivodships of the Crown, since in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania the number was approximately a dozen. The above figure does not include 25 settlements based on Dutch
law which were established in the 17th and 18th centuries in the area of New March
(today the northern part of the Lubuskie province, within Poland’s borders only after
1945), in the Noteæ and Warta Glacial Spillway, with the participation of the descendants of the Mennonite colonists from the olêder settlements from Royal Prussia as well
as German and Polish olêder colonists from Wielkopolska.
During the third stage of the development of colonisation based on Dutch law in
Poland (1793/95–1864) this type of settlement took place in changed political and administrative boundaries of the Prussian-, Russian-, and Austrian-annexed Poland. According to our preliminary estimates, at least 345 settlements were founded at that time.
Moreover, many colonists were sent to live in the old villages founded on Dutch law. The
smaller scale of settlement stemmed from, besides political, territorial, and administrative changes, private rent reforms, the development of various other forms of rent settlement in rural areas, in particular based on German law as well as the more and more
frequent use of capitalist elements in agriculture. Of the aforementioned total number of
settlements, some 21 were established in Gdañsk Pomerania, ca. 45 in the Dobrzyñ Land
and in Kujawy, ca. 120 in Wielkopolska proper; in the first region in the Prussian-annexed territory, in the two others in the Prussian- and Russian-annexed Poland, ca. 22
in east Wielkopolska, ca. 101 in Mazovia, ca. 5 in Podlasie, ca. 20 in Ma³opolska, 11 in
Volhynia – in the territories taken over by Russia. Out of the total number of 345 settlements, colonists with Dutch roots, descendants of the Mennonite and Lutheran dwellers
of older settlements founded on Dutch law from Royal Prussia, were sent to only ca. 65
locations; following the second partition of Poland in 1793 Royal Prussia was a province
of the Prussian Kingdom – Westpreussen. Most often, however, the settlements based on
Dutch law were mainly new places of residence for Lutheran colonists from Germany
and from old olêder settlements from Wielkopolska, Kujawy, etc. and for Poles.
The number of locations of settlements based on Dutch law in Poland according to
their chronology within the three stages, with information of their status in the regions
and provinces that made those regions up (with the names of their principal cities), with
the probable number of villages settled exclusively or partly by ethnic Dutch-Mennonites
in parentheses, is represented in map 1 and its commentary.
At least 1,553 settlements based on Dutch law were established in Poland in the
course of over 300 years. They varied greatly in population and the surface of the farmsteads and were in principal autonomous administrative, judicial, and confessional communes. Only some 350 of the total number (i.e. 22.5%) were set up exclusively or nearly
exclusively by the Dutch and their descendants in flood lands and swampy areas, mainly
in the Marshland and in the Vistula valley – in Royal Prussia (ca. 215), the Dobrzyñ
Land, Kujawy, Wielkopolska, and Mazovia. However, the majority of the settlements
based on Dutch law were established in dry or mixed areas, calling primarily for land
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clearance; the majority of colonists were Germans, there was a substantial proportion of
Polish settlers and a negligible number of settlers of other nationalities (mainly Bohemians).
The total minimum number of farmsteads in all the 1,553 settlements based on
Dutch law can be cautiously estimated at ca. 15,500 w³óka che³miñska, i.e. 263,500 ha,
with an average number of 10 full-fledged one-w³óka agricultural farmsteads per village.
Naturally, farmsteads in settlements based on Dutch law were sometimes bigger in size
(especially in Gdañsk Pomerania), in the 16th–17th c. they were full-fledged agricultural
farms, later – in the 18th and 19th centuries – also often half-agricultural, and sometimes
also home farmsteads.
On the basis of the number of farmsteads and relevant demographic indicators, the
population of the 1,208 Dutch law settlements (including the farmers with their families
and the remaining inhabitants, mainly the rent payers and the hands) in the First Republic ca. 1793/1795, but in the borders of 1772, can be estimated at ca. 104,000 people.
From this number around 12,000 settlers may
have been members of the Mennonite Church
who in ca. 80% inhabited settlements based
on Dutch law in Royal Prussia, ca. 55,000 were
Germans (of which ca. 87% were Lutherans,
3% Reformed Evangelicals, and ca. 10% Catholics, ca. 1,500–2,000 people were foreigners
of other Protestant denominations, and 35,000
were Poles, almost exclusively Catholics. Apart
from peasants, there were also few burghers
and lesser gentry, mainly exempt from the
authority of the commune government. Approximately 2/3 of the inhabitants of olêder
settlements were farmers with their families,
while the rest were the rent payers and the
hands.
In 1864 the entire population of 1,553 settlements based on Dutch law, with
a greater rate of population growth, can be estimated to be ca. 144,000 people. Ethnically
most of the Olêdrzy-landlords (ca. 58%) were Germans, 35.5% were Poles, ca. 5% DutchMennonites, already partly Germanized culturally, ca. 1.5% – people of other nationalities and creeds. The descendants of Dutch-Mennonites, faithful to the religion of their
forefathers, were at that time probably only ca. 8,000 people. Their number in the countryside in Gdañsk Pomerania had most probably halved in relation to the number from
before the first partition of Poland (1772) as a result of migrations after 1787 (1789),
especially through Mazovia (where some of them settled down for good) to Russia; this
was a direct result of the restrictive fiscal and military policy of the Prussian authorities
since the mid-18th century, a policy which intensified in the late 18th c., and a forced
conversion to the Lutheran creed (in particular since ca. 1850). In Russia, along with
newcomers from the Netherlands, they participated in great numbers in the colonisation
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Outbuilding with a trempel from S¹topy n. Nowy Tomyœl, 1st half of the 20th c. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski
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based on Dutch-olêder law organised by the Russian state. Upon their immigration to
America after 1874, e.g. as a result of a change of the military policy, there were at least
100,000 Mennonites (not only of Dutch origin) in Russian hamlets as late as 1914. At
the time of the II Republic of Poland, in 1925 in Gdañsk Pomerania, with the exclusion of
the Free City of Gdañsk (with 6,500 Mennonites), there were officially only 2,300 people
residing almost exclusively in former olêder settlements, mostly homogenous as far as
the ethnic background and religion were concerned, but also partly of mixed backgrounds.
Settlements based on Dutch law were founded in all types of feudal land ownership: royal or state, municipal, ecclesial (diocesan and belonging to religions orders)
until the time of its secularisation (in particular in 1796), and most often in estates
belonging to the nobility.
Colonisation based on Dutch law was predominantly an organised movement, but
could also proceed spontaneously. Apart from recruiting agents there were individual
and group locators who on behalf of the entire prospective commune concluded a foundation contract with the lord, owner of the estate to be settled. However, the vast majority of Dutch law settlements were founded without a locator who concluded a foundation
contract on behalf of the future commune; rather than that all the colonists (at times
arriving in small groups) entered into such a contract with the feudal lord as an entire
commune. They would frequently arrive with ready cash, may have covered the costs of
the journey, purchased the livestock and the buildings, as well as paid the wkupne fee to
the landlords for the land granted to them for cultivation for an indefinite time. At times
also the feudal lords founding a settlement paid the costs of the settlers’ arrival, offered
allowances in cash or in grain, almost always in timber, sometimes also in livestock.
Settlements based on Dutch law were established on the basis of long-term renewable rent of the land known as emfiteusa (Royal Prussia, Kujawy, partly in Mazovia) or
almost exclusively (with few exceptions) on the basis of hereditary land lease and lifelong rent law.
Of the total number of ca. 1,553 olêder settlements only ca. 37% were founded as
completely new locations, with a majority being re-populations of abandoned serfdom
villages and old farms, and ca. 15% were founded in the wake of a legal reform of old
serfdom settlements, with the same (entirely or mostly) population. In ca. 35% cases
these settlements were founded in flood lands and swampy areas, mainly however in
elevated and dry terrain, areas cleared of trees and in overgrown desolate locations,
partly also in mixed areas with alluvial, black soils, brown, peat and muck fertile soils,
as in Royal Prussia and other regions, mostly however on podzolic light soils of medium
or low fertility, as in Wielkopolska and in Mazovia.
Villages founded on Dutch law were farming hamlets with a prevalent or equal
(depending on the local conditions) share of animal husbandry, especially cattle, including Dutch cattle and sheep, fruit farming, non-farming occupations and crafts, industry,
and especially trade.
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Cultural landscape of olêder settlements in Poland

The cultural landscape of Dutch law settlements in Poland comprised in fact
three spheres: the natural landscape, the cultural landscape, and the historio-political one (of different types of borders). It was made up primarily, apart from the elements of the first and third field that the settlers were simply given, of the components of the second sphere, a result of transformations of the natural landscape by
the colonisation and the economic activity of the settlers. The elements of the cultural
landscape proper were as follows: the drainage system, spatial layout, homestead
residential buildings and other facilities, churches, schools, and cemeteries, the trees
grown, and in a broader sense also their toponymy. In the case of ca. 35% Dutch law
villages located in flood lands and swamplands, the hydrotechnological system was
a major component part of the cultural landscape. It was constructed or extended by
the pioneers of this form of colonisation in Poland, i.e. the Dutch-Mennonites, who
were mainly settled as land-improvement experts. Aside from the aforementioned
reasons for migration, a direct motivation for bringing them to the city of Gdañsk,
and then to other locations in the Vistula Marshland and to other regions of the
country, was the fact that these areas were submerged by floods. In the Vistula
Marshland in 1540 and 1543 as a result of a new regulation of the Vistula River at
Montawski Spit on the orders of King Sigismund I, the river waters submerged an
area of ca. 100 km. The Dutch made a name for themselves in the construction, extension and modernisation of the water system in the Vistula estuary and its valley
in Royal Prussia, in particular in the Vistula Marshlands of Gdañsk, Malbork, and
Elbl¹g (whose landscape resembled that of Holland and Zealand), the SartowickoNowska Lowland as well as in Mazovia and in the valleys of the Rivers Warta, Noteæ,
Pilica, and Bug. Having gained relevant experience in their mother country, they built

Dutch-Mennonites in the Vistula valley.
The old crisscross arrangement of canals and ditches from the mid-18th c. in
the vicinity of M¹tawy, a bird’s eye view.
An aerial picture. A reproduction of
a postcard issued by the Society for the
Friends of Lower Vistula in Œwiecie,
Bydgoszcz 2000
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Layout of buildings in the olêder homestead in Wilków on Vistula (Mazovia
province). Photo J. Sza³ygin, Krajobrazy
Dziedzictwa Narodowego, no. 4, 2000,
p. 32

A wipwatermole type windmill from Or³owo in ¯u³awy Gdañskie. An archival picture [in:] M. Kornecki, Niderlandyzm
a architektura drewniana w Polsce, Krajobrazy Dziedzictwa Narodowego, no. 4,
2000, p. 24
Drainage treadmill and a wheel of a scoop
windmill at work. ¯u³awy Gdañskie. An
archival picture [in:]M. Kornecki, ibid.,
p. 25

flood control embankments as far away from the water as possible in order to leave ample room for containing water at a time of
its fast rise. This practice was different from the one applied by
the local peasants (in particular in the Marshland regions), erecting those embankments too close to a body of water, thus increasing the risk of a flood.
The components of the water system were the following:
flood-control embankments – main and local ones, drainage canals – main and auxiliary (ditches), sometimes making up (in
particular in the Vistula Marshland and in the Vistula River valley) criss-cross networks, dikes and sluices on the canals, ponds,
treadmills, and especially bucket windmills for water pumping,
whole groups of trees and bushes in the fields and braided fences.
Since the sluices on canals did not guarantee the desired
water outflow, bucket windmills of the wipwatermolen type were
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used for this purpose, in particular in the Marshland; in Holland they were used for draining the polders. Water outflow was likewise assured by drainage treadmills, whose work
was coordinated by the operation of the sluices.
In Kujawy, and especially in Mazovia, the water system in the Dutch law settlements
established in the Vistula River valley and its tributaries was not as extensive as in the
Vistula Marshland. It was made up of embankments, irrigation ditches, deep ponds and
mounds made of the earth excavated during their digging. Houses or whole homesteads
were erected on those mounds, known as terpy. The embankments protected the arable
fields against the autumn and spring changes in the river water level. Their height was
correlated with the level of the aforementioned mounds so that if the latter should be broken, the water would not damage the houses built on them.
In Wielkopolska, where the number of settlements founded by the Dutch or their
descendants did not exceed twenty, the system of embankments and ditches, dikes and
culverts in the valleys of the Rivers Warta and Noteæ was less extensive.
In all the flood-ridden and swampy areas subject to colonisation by mainly the Dutch
or their descendants, belts of willows and poplars planted along the embankments, canals,
in fields, on balks, and on the sides of roads leading to the homestead were an important
element not only of the landscape, but of the water system. The trees absorbed huge quantities of ground water, while the bushes and braided wicker or osier fences along with the
trees helped forestall the impact of water and ice floe and kept the fertile silt, manure and
dung washed away from homestead livestock buildings and yards in the fields.
The efficient construction, functioning and maintenance of the water system of the
settlements founded on Dutch law required a correspondingly appropriate social organisation. It is best documented for the Gdañsk and Malbork Marshlands and for a part of the
lower Vistula valley known as the Sartowicko-Nowska lowland.
In the Gdañsk Marshland the obligations of providing care of the water system by all
the villages were defined in a resolution of the city council of 1598. Supervision over the
work was entrusted to the Mayor of Gdañsk with the aid of two councillors, so-called
marshland deputies, along with a given area’s local government. The latter, developed over
centuries, was in the 17th c. composed of the embankment master, five sworn-in embankment overseers and twelve (four of them for each quarter) sworn-in canal overseers, who
appeared in the 16th c. with the arrival of Dutch settlers in the Marshland. Unlike the embankment master and the embankment overseers, who were appointed for life, changed
every five years. The embankment overseers inspected the state of the constructions, were
experts during their building and maintenance as well as collected money for their construction and upkeep, making yearly financial settlements with the mayor. In recognition
for their work the embankment master and overseers (as of 1636 these were village heads,
or so³tys) received an additional 2 w³óka of land, exempt from labour at the embankments
and 2 w³óka exempt from rent; these additional areas were defined as w³óka so³tysia in the
location documents of the villages. All the wintertime hazards were monitored by the ice
guard composed of appointed village inhabitants.
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Traces of a water system and a layout of fields in a former olêder settlement of Marianowo in the vicinity of Wieleñ. Photo W. PrzewoŸny

In the Malbork Marshland, where the villages were conjoined in “angles” (Winkel),
which in turn formed the Great and Small Marshland, the construction, operation and repair of the drainage facilities were the responsibility of a college of dike-reeves (German
Deichgraf) and sworn-in dike-overseers (Deichgeschworene). The social organisation of the
construction, operation and repair of the drainage facilities in the Elbl¹g Lowland was most
probably similar. Here the colonies in the settlements based on Dutch law drained extensive
areas of swamps and marshes since the latter half of the 16th c., in particular in the vicinity
of Lake Dru¿no, surrounded by dikes of the total length of 271 km.
The technique of constructing and maintaining embankments and canals in the 16th–
18 centuries was based on manual work. The earthwork was conducted also by specialised hired gravediggers, and in the event of floods and ice congestions that threatened the
breakage of the embankments (as in 1633) – by all the Marshland residents. Starting from
th
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the early 19th c. mechanical dredgers were introduced and in the second half of the 19th c.
bucket dredgers (dragi) were applied.
So-called embankment societies were set up with a view to safeguarding a smooth
operation of the hydrotechnological system. Initially of a local character, before long they
grouped members of a few communes because of the substantial area covered and the necessity of coordinating work. In the areas of the Sartowicko-Nowska Lowland, in the valley of the
River M¹tawa, a left tributary of the Vistula (where these societies were established as early as
the 15th–16th c.), in the latter half of the 18th century they were grouped in a general union
(with statutes of 1772 and 1798). This union had to operate intermittently as after the embankments were broken by the overflowing of the Vistula in a number of locations in 1855, an
Embankment Association was forcibly appointed, which with a substantial assistance from
the state helped to construct within 55 years a huge embankment ranging from the northern
border of the M¹tawy commune to the town of Nowe, to raise the embankments upstream to
Sartowice, to separate the M¹tawa from the Vistula by a tall sluice and to install three steampowered pumps that disposed of excess water from the area of 8,665 ha used for agriculture
and horticulture.
Apart from the equipment of the water system, the cultural landscape of the settlements
founded on Dutch law in Poland was composed of the spatial layout of villages and fields,
types and buildings of the homesteads, fruit orchards and flower gardens, churches, schools,
cemeteries, roads, additional afforestation, and toponymy.
The shape of the olêder settlements and the layout of their lands (fields spatial location)
were determined by the physical features of the area, its soils, the road network and the water
system which was sometimes, as in Gdañsk Pomerania, so extensive that the villages resembled the Dutch polders. The olêder colonists created two principal spatial types of settlements.
The oldest one was the one-row type, known as the bog or Dutch one-row, with the buildings
situated in close proximity to one another. It was the arrangement of settlements founded on
rivers or aquatic reservoirs by the Dutch Mennonites and their descendants, and later on also
by ethnically and confessionally mixed population as well as German and Polish settlers. It
was prevalent in Royal Prussia, quite frequent in Kujawy, Mazovia, and more rare in
Wielkopolska. Its first subtype developed when each of the colonists was granted a narrow
strip of land, mainly in one piece, running perpendicularly to the watercourse, an aquatic area
or swamps, from the lowest to the higher and drier place. Individual homesteads of the belt
layout, situated at one end of the land, were connected by a road running across the plots,
along the river, next to the flood control embankment or in a higher place. Their buildings
were erected most often on the side of the road where the fields were but they could also be
built (esp. the farm buildings) on the other side, in which case the road separated them from
the fields. The flood land behind the flood control embankment was used as a grazing ground
and was frequently planted with strips of willows and poplars. Another popular subtype of
the one-row settlement layout consisted of homesteads located in the middle of the fields that
resembled with their arrangement a village of forest fields, with a road running in the middle.
Later on there were also one-row streets, also located in dry areas, with the homesteads at
a greater distance to one another, with the arable fields arranged less regularly. The other type
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of the spatial layout of olêder settlements was a scattered village of irregular boundaries, most often located
for the purpose of clearing a forest and developing pastures and fallow land periodically flooded by rivers, or at
times in marshlands. This type consisted of a set of homesteads at a significant distance from one another, established in places selected by the settlers who found them
fit for clearance (however remaining within the boundaries of the area designated for the location of a village)
and for economic reasons constituting only one piece.
The homestead buildings were situated mainly in the
centres of the land, irrespective of the position of the
adjacent farms, and the homesteads were connected by
means of access roads with the thoroughfare running
through the settlement or close to it. Sometimes Dutch
law settlements represented an intermediary type between
the compact and scattered villages.
The layout of individual farmsteads of the majority of Dutch law villages founded especially in flood-rid-

Types of settlements based on Dutch
law: 1) Langhof, Friesian; 2) Winkelhof;
3) Kreuzhof (mainly in ¯u³awy and in the
Vistula valley, in Kujawy and Mazovia)
[O. Kloeppel, Die bäuerliche Haus-, Hofund Siedlungsanlage, [in:] H. Bertram,
W. La Baume, O. Kloeppel. Das Weichsel–Nogat–Delta. Beitraege zur Geschichte seiner landschaftlichen Entwicklung, vorgeschichtlichen Besiedelung
und baeurlichen Haus– und Hofanlage.
Danzig 1924, pp. 105–207], 4) scattered
homestead (in four kinds), to be seen in
different areas, predominantly in Wielkopolska [A. Pelczyk, Poolêderskie budownictwo mieszkalne na obszarze Równiny
Nowotomyskiej, Studia Lednickie, IV,
Poznañ–Lednica 1996, p. 363, fig. 4]

D – house, Ch – sty, Ob – cow shed, S – barn, St – stable,
W – coach house, Sz – shed, P – bread stove
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den one-row bog areas and the settlements of the colonial type set up in areas cleared of
forests was of a compact type, which allowed the use of individual three-field system and
various forms of crop-rotation.
There were four types of Dutch law farmsteads, differing because of the tradition of the
country and the place of origin of the settlers: 1. Langhof, where the buildings – the living
quarters (usually with an annex at the front for the family’s seniors) and the outbuildings –
of varying width, stood in one row under separate roofs; 2. Winkelhof, where all the buildings formed the letter “L”, characteristic of Royal Prussia, the Vistula River valley, and especially of petty farmsteads; 3. Kreuzhof, being a group of all the buildings of the homestead
forming the letter “T”, found in the same areas as the preceding types, and finally 4.
a scattered homestead, with particular outbuildings under separate roofs forming a quadrangle, characteristic also of domestic colonists living in Dutch law settlements in the 18th c.
The first type was in a way a classic, “Friesian” type of a homestead to be found in Holland
and frequent in Poland in the Marshland and partly also in the Vistula River valley. In the
Dutch law villages in flood lands it had the following features: a close connection between
the residential building and the outbuildings and their location upstream of the river or
perpendicular to its current, due to which water, having flown through the living quarters,
washed away to the fields the cattle dung gathered in the barn. During the floods the residents would live in the attic of the house, having transferred there the livestock and supplies.
In Royal Prussia as well as in Kujawy and Mazovia this homestead had its variation where
the residential buildings and the outbuildings stood in one line under a single ridge roof and
formed one complex; this was a type of homestead characteristic in the 18th c. of colonists
from Germany, mainly in small farms since in bigger farmsteads the barns stood separately.
This last type, a scattered homestead, was quite frequent in Gdañsk Pomerania, Kujawy, and
Mazovia, and was the prevalent type in Wielkopolska, where the outbuildings standing in
one line and under one roof, combined the characteristics of the German and Polish homestead. The above kinds of homesteads, with the exception of the Friesian one, were not
particular to a given area, and could be found side by side one another. Their diversity was
mainly due to the nationality, origin and material status of the colonists.
The houses of the settlers, especially belonging to the Dutch Mennonites in the
Marshland, where the farmsteads were bigger and wealthier, were patterned after local constructions and had three kinds of arcades of Slavic origin: the gable wall one and the gable
wall with an additional lateral wing, the corner one and the front one from the roof ridge
side, resting on 4–5 columns. The cottage buildings, with their gable walls to the road, with
narrow fronts, or covered by ridge roofs, with broad fronts, were just like the outbuildings
built mainly of timber. The walls were joint by a variety of techniques, such as vertical postlog construction, at times also with the use of nogging, and in petty farmsteads also as mud
huts. They had gable or hipped-gable roofs which were thatched or covered with straw or
wooden planks. The homes of well-to-do settlers were big, decorated with exquisite woodwork and possessed better furniture.
The Dutch law villages, especially in the Marshland, featured numerous Dutch windmills, both as elements of the hydrotechnological system as irrigation constructions, and
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performing only the function of mills. Here, but mainly in other regions, other types
of windmills, namely round and smock mills, were very popular.
Because of the unique climatic conditions and rich soils, the olêder villages,
especially those inhabited by the Dutch in the lower Vistula valley, were additionally
characterised by fruit orchards with a vast number of apple, pear, or plum varieties.
The sale of, mainly dried, fruit and plum preservatives yielded substantial profits. In
front of the buildings there were flower gardens; on one side of the driveway in the
Dutch type of homesteads, and on either side in the German type.

Transmission system in the Dutchtype windmill from Trzusk³oñ, 1810.
Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in
Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Churches, schools and cemeteries were important elements to be taken into
consideration while planning the layout of the Dutch law settlements. Mennonite
churches (especially of the Old Friesian communes) and churches of other Protestant
denominations, located in the middle or at the end of villages, were in the main very
austere and did not differ (except for small turrets) either in size or in shape from
ordinary rectangular buildings with ridge roofs. The church buildings also accommodated the apartment of the pastor. After the passage of the law of 1768 on the freedom of public worship for the dissidents, the number of the churches outside Gdañsk
Pomerania, where these freedoms had been granted to them earlier, grew quickly. In
nearly all of the Dutch law villages, in particular in those without a church building,
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schools which performed an additional function of prayer houses were erected. In the
last quarter of the 18th c., and especially in the 19th c., many brick Evangelical Mennonite
but primarily Lutheran churches and schools were built. Cemeteries surrounded by wooden
fences or hedges could be located next to the church or the school-prayer house, but the
majority of them were situated on the village outskirts.
Groups of trees which did not water management purposes but were either purposely planted or were a remnant of the primeval forest, were another hallmark of villages founded on Dutch law. These trees served as protection from the winds, as lightening rods, and may even have had magical functions.
The toponymy of olêder settlements is partly a reflection of the names of former
villages whose residents abandoned them or were forcibly displaced, or else sometimes
villages transferred together with their residents to Dutch law. The majority of them,
however, bore newly appointed names, topographic ones, with a prevalence of possessive ones, and characteristic (derived from the first names and surnames of the feudal
founders or members of their families and the designations of their family coats of arms
and mottoes). The names of the villages located since the late 18th c., on account of the
legal and systemic changes as well as socio-economic transformation of the Polish countryside, to a lesser extent used the second part of their names the term (H)olêdry. This
term, being most frequently but not always, a clear sign of the factual Dutch law legal
and of the economic status of these settlements, was used in the German language in two
derivations: Holländer and Hauländer (irrespective of the ethnic composition of the inhabitants and of the character of the area the village was located in and the way of its
taking over); it was also infrequently used in reference to other rent settlements.

Mennonite cemetery in an olêder settlement Stogi Malborskie (formerly
Hejbudy) in ¯u³awy mid-17th–20th c.
Photo W. PrzewoŸny
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Dutch law colonisation (1597–1864) and its cultural landscape in Wielkopolska

Wielkopolska proper was the area of the most intensive development of colonisation
based on Dutch law in Poland. At that time it comprised the provinces of Poznañ and
Kalisz, and since 1768 also the province of Gniezno. In the years 1597–1864 at least 807
undoubtedly Dutch law villages and 41 settlements of a transition or vaguely determined
system were established and preserved.
During the first stage of the establishment of olêder settlements in Wielkopolska
(1597–1659) only 16 settlements (of the 12 undoubtedly Dutch law ones) were set up, 13
of which in the province of Poznañ and 3 in the province of Kalisz; 14 of this number (11
clearly Dutch law and 3 transition ones) were established by 1625, and 2 (1 certain and 1
vaguely defined) by the year 1660. The then slow pace of colonisation based on Dutch law
stemmed from the efforts taken by the lessees and owners of the estates to increase profits
through the establishment of granges or the extension of their area, a fuller exploitation of
the land and the changes in the production organisation of farmsteads in existing villages.
The newly-established villages were relatively few and were connected with the serfdom
grange, and in the case of rent farmsteads – set up on German (Che³mno) law as so-called
so³tysie villages. Therefore the establishment of those few settlements with the exclusive
or predominant participation of the descendants of the Dutch Mennonites from Royal Prussia
in royal estates and those belonging to the nobility was first of all a result of the individual
initiative of the group of their founders, lessees and owners of these estates, taken up with
a view to increasing the profits through the taking over and development of land reserves
hard to cultivate and until then little used agriculturally. These settlements were, e.g.:
Olêdry Ujskie in the Ujœcie and Pi³a district, founded, as transpires from the location charter (contract) in 1597, Nowe Dwory Ol. (1601), Herbardowo (Herburtowo), Fulsztyn and
Marianowo Ol. (the first two ca. 1601, the third one ca. 1614) in the Wieleñ estate on the
River Noteæ, Aleksandrowo or Murzynowskie Ol. (1613) in the Miêdzyrzecz district, further
on Œwiniary Ol. (1619), Marigenwald (1620), Ró¿a (1624) and Skrzynica (1624) in the
River Warta valley, all located in the county and province of Poznañ. These were founded
from scratch by the nobility, who had earlier set up similar settlements in Royal Prussia, in
the Dobrzyñ Land and Kujawy. The gentry had in those regions family estates and properties donated by the royals, or showing different ties (familial, political, and social) with
their founders there. Olêder colonisation in Wielkopolska was at that time principally
a continuation of the Dutch colonisation movement of the Mennonites in Gdañsk Pomerania
and in the Vistula valley, as testified by the location of the majority of the villages (10 out
of 16) in marshlands with a domineering position of irrigation specialists, settlement agents
and colonists who may have come from Holland, but were primarily the Mennonite descendants of the pioneers of this type of colonisation from Royal Prussia and their German
Lutheran neighbours, living sometimes in the same villages. In turn, two settlements founded
ca. 1649 and prior to 1653 were established with a partial or possibly even exclusive
participation of German colonists from the Polish-German frontier. The establishment of
Dutch law villages was at that time halted by the fears of reducing the pace of development
and an economic slump in the form of a crisis of production forces, intensified by the
ramifications of epidemics and indirectly by the effects of the Thirty Years’ War (1618–
1648) in the German Reich, which along with other natural disasters contributed to
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a roughly 40% decrease in the number of rural population, and directly by the Swedish
invasion referred to as the “deluge” of the period 1655–1660.
The second stage of Dutch law colonisation in Wielkopolska (1660–1793) had
a massive character as a total number of 720 settlements were set up, including 675 clearly
Dutch law ones. It is in order to add that by the year 1720 the speed of colonisation was
moderate; only 56 villages of the aforementioned number were located, 54 surely Dutch
law and 3 transitional ones. In the period 1721–1793 the tempo of colonisation was very
fast, as a total of 664 villages were founded, 621 of which were undoubtedly based on
Dutch law, 8 were ephemeral, 15 did not have a fully developed status and 19 had an
unclear status. They constituted 90.2% of all olêder settlements in Wielkopolska and 91.2%
of their successful locations. By the year 1720 colonisation based on Dutch law developed
almost exclusively in the province of Poznañ, where 47 settlements were established. In the
province of Kalisz, in turn, there were only 9 of them. Since ca. 1740, and in particular in
the later half of the 18th c., the majority of settlements were founded in the province of
Kalisz and in the province of Gniezno. In the period 1721–1772, despite the events which
adversely affected the speed of locations, the destruction after the Seven Years’ War (1756–
1763) and partly also connected with the Confederation of Bar (1768–1772), as well as in
spite of the contributions imposed and requisitions effected by the Prussian and Russian
armies and abductions of people by the Prussians, as many as 372 Dutch law villages were
founded. In the period 1773–1793 there were only 292 of them.
Most settlements in Wielkopolska that were founded in the second stage of colonisation based on Dutch law were inhabited by Germans-Protestants arriving mainly from Silesia, Brandenburg, and especially from New March and (West) Pomerania, first of all
Lutherans and sometimes Calvinists. Only some were established solely or partially by the
descendants of the Dutch-Mennonite settlers, people of different ethnic background (DutchGerman), and even confessionally mixed (Mennonite-Lutheran). They were brought here or
arrived from old settlements from Royal Prussia, Dobrzyñ Land, and Kujawy or from older
settlements based on Dutch law set up in Wielkopolska in the years 1597–1624 and from
New March (e.g. from the olêder settlements founded there in the first half of the 17 c. with
the participation of descendants of the Dutch Mennonite settlers from Gdañsk Pomerania).
Poles made up a significant part of the colonists (ca. 38%); they were mainly Catholics from
the country, in some percentage inhabiting also old villages transferred to Dutch law.
The substantial pace of the settlement based on Dutch law in Wielkopolska in the
second stage, in particular in the 18th c., was a result of a number of factors. The objective
reasons included the following: 1) the need to rebuild the region economically after the war
destruction and to offset its depopulation, 2) the chance to acquire colonists migrating in
large numbers from behind the western border, mainly because of their socio-economic and
legal status, 3) the transformations in rural economy consisting in a concentration of land
ownership, technological progress, cultivation of new plants, gradual increase in the popularity of crop rotation, and an increase in the use of goods and fiscal elements, 4) the
development of mercantile and physiocratic ideas and a certain protectionism on the part of
the state and the local authorities with respect to foreign settlers. The most crucial and
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direct subjective reasons included the mutual benefits for the founders of the villages and
their colonists. The former, aiming at the reconstruction and increase of profits reduced as
a result of the crisis of the grange-serfdom economy, currency devaluation, wartime destruction and natural disasters, were after substantial or very decent, relatively quick and
certain cash inflows (coming from the wkupne, money rents and other payments, profits
from monopolies, mainly the propination one), guaranteed by the provisions of Dutch law
and the terms of their implementation as defined in the location contracts. At the same time
the direct participation of the feudal owners in the costs of the establishment of the settlements and their assistance, if any, for their residents at later periods were a negligible part
of their gross profits. The settlers, in turn, both coming from abroad and local ones, were
attracted by better living conditions, which they were actually offered in the form of the
aforedescribed legal and economic provisions and terms of this type of settlement. What
was vital for the settlers who were external immigrants, mainly of Evangelical confessions,
was the guarantee of religious freedom, a staple of Dutch law. Therefore, despite certain
restrictions imposed on members of the Evangelical Church from mid-17 c. until 1768, and
sometimes also later, by the dominant Catholic Church, and in spite of the mandatory services for the Church (except in Royal Prussia) in the form of compulsory jurae stolae fees and
meszne, or a fee for the parish priests of Catholic congregations, denominational differences were not in principal a hindrance to migration. Ultimately, however, the economic
interest was the most essential here, and it was accepted likewise by the Catholic Church
which obtained huge profits from Protestant settlers (in addition to those reaped from the
dominant Catholics) located also in ecclesial estates, sometimes on special terms (e.g. conversion of the settlers’ children to Catholicism). Besides, a substantial number of nobility
intensively involved in colonisation action in their estates were Lutherans and Reformed
Evangelicals who supported their brethren in the faith.
The establishment of Dutch law villages in Wielkopolska during the second stage of
colonisation took place with a substantial participation of refugees from the border villages
of Silesia, New March, and Western Pomerania, who fled to Poland because of the oppression and serfdom burdens, evictions from homesteads, taxation restrictions and army drafts,
the destruction of the Silesian war (1740–1742) and the Seven Years’ War, epidemics and
famine. The colonisation of ca. 20% villages of the eastern part of Wielkopolska proper (provinces of Kalisz and Gniezno) in the period 1721–1772 was greatly helped by the descendants
of the settlers from older Dutch law settlements from the western part of the region.
In the year 1793, in 8 out of the 10 counties making up the three provinces of
Wielkopolska (with an area of 27,430 km2 before the first partition of Poland) apart from 687
surely Dutch law settlements, there were 18 transition villages and 20 ones of a vaguely
defined status. This adds up to 725 broadly construed olêder villages. Apart from them in the
17th and 18th centuries at least 4 settlements of a transition and vaguely determined character as well as 8 clearly Dutch law ones were additionally established in Wielkopolska; these
were ephemeral ones, though, and did not then exist as based on Dutch law. The development of Dutch law colonisation in the western part of Wielkopolska in the years 1597–1789
in the old province of Poznañ is displayed in the form of settlement clusters in Map 2.
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Olêder colonisation in Wielkopolska in the period 1597–1793 could be to
a varying degree found in all kinds of feudal land ownership. 46 settlements were set
up in royal estates, 1 village in the properties of royal towns, 73 ones in ecclesial
properties (diocesan and belonging to religious orders), and as many as 567 surely
Dutch law settlements (with the exclusion of 8 ephemeral ones) in estates belonging
to the landed gentry. The founders of olêder settlements in the estates belonging to
the nobility and rented royal estates were mainly representatives of wealthy and wellto-do gentry, frequently holders of high offices, while in the ecclesial estates these
were the archbishops of Gniezno, bishops of Poznañ, as well as abbots and priors of
10 monasteries (of 4 men’s and 4 women’s religious orders).

a

b

c

Founders of settlements based on Dutch law in gentry, ecclesial
and royal estates:
a) Jan Mielêcki, owner of the estates of: Hammer, Boruja, Jab³onna, Wioska, Blinek, and Mielêcinek, founder of the villages of:
Borujskie Ol. – 1705 (?), Komorowo Ol. (1720), Blinek Ol. (1720),
and Szarki Ol. (1724) in the county of Koœcian, Miêdzyrzecz
Museum, Vanitas. Portret trumienny na tle sarmackich obyczajów
pogrzebowych, ed. J. Dziubkowa, Poznañ 1996, p. 106
b) Filip Raczyñski (1747–1804), deputy to the 1790 Grand Parliament from Poznañ, general-major of the royal army, founder
of D¹browa Ol. in the Pyzdry county. Portrait painted by
Pompeo Batoni; National Museum in Poznañ
c) Teodor Count Czartoryski, bishop of Poznañ, in the period
1743–1765 founder of four olêder settlements in the counties of
Poznañ and Pyzdry, e.g. G³ówna Ol. (today within the city limits
of Poznañ). Portrait of ca. 1765; Archdiocesan Museum in Poznañ

d

d) Franciszek Ksawery Kêszycki (1742–1789), head of the municipality of Mosina and Runów, castellan of Gniezno (1781–
1782), Kalisz (1782–1786), Governor of Gniezno (from 1786),
founder of the village of Krosna Ol. (1772, 1780) in the municipality of Mosina, Koœcian county; National Museum in Poznañ
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Mennonite prayer book, late 19th c.
Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in
Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Of the total number of 687 settlements
in Wielkopolska surely based on Dutch law
in 1793 in the western, and thus bigger, part
of the region (i.e. in the Poznañ province
with the exclusion of the counties of Wa³cz
and of the Wschowa Land) there were 278
of them (40.1%), and in the smaller eastern
part of Wielkopolska (the province of Kalisz
without the county of Nak³o and the province of Gniezno) – 409 ones (59.5%); of
which 215 ones (31.3%) in the province of
Kalisz, and in the province of Gniezno, half
the size of the Kalisz province – 194 ones
(28.2%). While the number of settlements in
western Wielkopolska was smaller by 131
than that in the eastern part of the area,
because of the greater number of people per
homestead the western part accounted for
54.3 % of the total population of homesteads,
which constituted there 143% of the total
number of rural homesteads, and thus 4.3%
more than in the eastern part, where they
comprised only 10.5% of all homesteads
(with 8.5% in the province of Kalisz alone
and 15.5% in the province of Gniezno).
Settlements surely based on Dutch law
in the 18th c. were also over 80% of ca. 800
new villages set up at that time in
Wielkopolska. Since as far as the spatial
arrangement went ca. 68 (9.7%) of those
settlements were reconstructions of old serfdom colonies, abandoned or depopulated in
the 18th c. or legally reformed, we may assume that only 631 settlements based on Dutch
law were in that sense new settlements. Of the total number of 725 olêder settlements
understood more broadly accounted for ca. 65%, of the total number of ca. 1,116 rent
settlements in Wielkopolska of various legal and economic types, which accounted for
25% of the total figure of rural settlements of the region (in its borders until 1772), estimated at 4,463.
In the years 1789–1793 the 725 broadly construed Dutch law settlements (including
687 undoubtedly Dutch law ones), located in 8 out of the 10 counties of Wielkopolska in
the region’s boundaries of 1772, a total of 60,192 people inhabited ca. 10,330 homesteads;
western Wielkopolska had 6,520 persons (10.8%) more than the eastern part of the region.
The average number of people per a Dutch law settlement throughout the region was at that
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time 83 persons, while the average number of homesteads – 14.24. The figures were lower
that the averages for a rural settlement in general. The mean ratio of the population of Dutch
law settlers to the population of rural settlements in Wielkopolska in general was 11.5%, and
after the exclusion of the counties of Wa³cz and Nak³o it oscillated at 14%.
As far as the religion of the settlers went, the Olêdrzy from Wielkopolska in the period
1789–1793 were mainly Evangelicals (ca. 62%), as Catholics were in the minority (38%).
Among the Protestants, concentrated in the western parts of the counties of the province of
Poznañ, Lutherans were the biggest denomination; Reformed Evangelicals and Mennonites
(who quickly, i.e. by the mid-17th c., were converted to Lutheranism) were rare. Confessionally
mixed settlements of Evangelicals and Catholics were not infrequent, either. When it comes
to the ethnic background, settlers of German origin were no doubt prevalent (ca. 58%);
some of them were assimilated, especially in settlements which did not form clusters and
which were ethnically and religiously mixed. This assimilation was made possible by the
fact that the settlers from the frontier provinces of the Habsburg or the Brandenburg and
Prussian monarchy (Silesia, New March, Western Pomerania) knew in part the Polish language or were of Slavic origin. German Protestant colonists from farther regions of the
German Reich such as Mecklenburg or Swabia were not too quick to assimilate, whereas
the German Catholics from the Bamberg area were easier to blend in with the local population. The process was cut short as a result of the policy of Germanisation led especially by
the Prussian regime at the time of the partitions
Of the 725 Wielkopolska more broadly understood olêder settlements of the year
1793, over 56% were established in overgrown or partly overgrown areas (including only
34% completely new ones), the remainder being founded on arable land. Over 68% of Dutch
law settlements were set up in fallow lands or lands of little fertility, and the rest were
located in fertile areas, in medium-fertility or mixed soils.
During the third stage of Dutch law colonisation in Wielkopolska (1793–1864), and
especially from 1815, locations of villages were less numerous and continued until the time
of the aforementioned land ownership and administrative reforms, in the Polish territory
annexed by Prussia mainly until the 1820s, and in the areas annexed by Russia until 1864.
All in all, at least 120 villages were established in this period, ca. 50 of which in the Prussian and 70 ones in the Russian part of the region. The slower pace of colonisation based
on Dutch law at that time was a result of a number of factors: the division of Wielkopolska
into two parts in the wake of partitions and their inclusion into politically and economically divergent oppressor states, the social changes (reforms abolishing personal serfdom
in 1807) and the economic transformations of a capitalist character in the country. The
colonists settled in the villages of both parts of the region came from Germany, but also in
large measure from older, Old Polish settlements, especially located in the western part of
the former province of Poznañ. As far as the ethnic and religious background is concerned,
they were mainly Germans, almost exclusively Lutherans. The population of the ca. 120
settlements in ca. 1864, with an average number of 12 homesteads (this was the number of
homesteads per village at the time) and 6 people per homestead, may be estimated at the
total number of 1,440 homesteads to be 8,640 people.
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First page of the location charter of Olêdry Ujskie of 1597, published by Piotr Potulicki, governor of
Kalisz, starost of Ujœcie and Pi³a. Fragment. State Archive in Poznañ. Borough books. Wa³cz. Gr. 25,
years 1636–1638, sheet 176–177 (entry from Jan. 23, 1637, with a royal confirmation)
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Ordinance of olêder settlers from Chromiec,
Koœcian county, of 18 November 1748,
granted by the founder Stanis³aw Grabski,
stolnik of Brac³aw, owner of the estates of
Nowe Miasto and Chromiec. Fragment.
State Archive in Poznañ. Village documents.
Dw. 44 (Chromiec, Jarocin county)

A fragment of a municipality ledger of
Pyzdrskie Olêdry from the period 1785–
1809 with entries of levies from the years
1827–1869. State Archive in Poznañ. Documents of the town of Pyzdry I/63
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Altogether, the ca. 807 Dutch law settlements in Wielkopolska established and
operating in the period 1597–1864 might have been inhabited by up to 70,000 people
in the second half of the 19th c.
Most Dutch law settlements of the Old Polish and later periods in Wielkopolska
varied as to the number of homesteads (and thus as to the size and population); there
was a roughly equal ratio of settlements with 2–10 homesteads and those numbering
11–80 ones. With the exception of several dozen small settlements, tied as to administration and jurisdiction with bigger ones, the remainder were autonomous villagescommunes with their own governments (composed of the elected village head or so³tys
and councillors and of a commune assembly). These governments operated sometimes
in line with the provisions of the ordinances laid down by the commune inhabitants,
and formally granted by the lord; the local authorities kept their own village and commune ledger and used their own seals with the coats of arms of the settlements.
A negligible number of Dutch law villages in Wielkopolska, probably ca. 35
(mainly the oldest ones), located chiefly in the valleys of the Rivers Warta and Noteæ,
had their own hydrotechnological system. They had higher summer embankments

Examples of seals and coats of arms of
olêder settlements in Wielkopolska:
a) Glinno; b) Lewickie Ol. (Lewiczynek);
c) Paproæ or Tomyskie Ol. (Paproæ); d) S¹top
(S¹topy), Poznañ county; e) Puszczykowskie
Ol. (Puszczykowiec), Koœcian county; f) Wilczyñskie Stare Ol. (Wilcza), Kalisz county
[K.E. Goldmann, Die ältesten Siegel und
Wappen der Neutomischeler und umliegenden Holländergemeinden, Deutsche Blätter
in Polen, III Jg. (1926), p. 424; M. Gumowski,
Herby i pieczêcie wsi wielkopolskich, Roczniki Historyczne. Year XIII, Poznañ 1937, pp.
67, 71 (with a mistaken location of Puszczykowskie Ol. on p. 77), 73]
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along the river valleys and smaller at a distance and along the banks of the river’s
tributaries. Roads connecting the homesteads with the common thoroughfare, purposefully raised and rowed with trees, could also function as lower embankments;
they were at the same time farmstead borders and delineated the layout of the
fields. The network of ditches was relatively dense; ponds were dug out, and the
houses were situated higher in river terraces, less frequently, because of the morphologic characteristics of the terrain, on
mounded hills.
As to the spatial layout, Dutch law villages in Wielkopolska came in three types:
one-row bog kind, scattered settlement (by far
the most frequent), and the mixed type, as is
confirmed by the preserved maps of some of
them, from the late 18th c. and from the early
19th c., as well as by the photographs from
the first half of the 20th c. Their development
was generally spontaneous, with only a fraction of them being designed and laid out by
their feudal founders. The spatial layout of the
fields was closely correlated with the spatial
planning of the settlements themselves. Because of a high incidence of scattered settlements, the fields were mainly in the shape of
separate blocks.

Maps of olêder settlements from Wielkopolska from the late 18th c. (with added
names of land users)
a) Dymaczewskie Stare Ol. Regular onerow arrangement. Map of 1796. State Archive in Poznañ, no. 168 (not preserved).
Repr. after W. Rusiñski, Osady tzw.
„olêdrów” w dawnym województwie
poznañskim, Poznañ 1939–Krakow 1947,
p. 157, fig. 1
b) Œwiêtne Ol., Koœcian county. Irregular one-row arrangement giving way to
a scattered settlement. Map of 1796–
1797. State Archive in Poznañ, no. 57
(not preserved). Repr. after W. Rusiñski,
Osady tzw. „olêdrów” w dawnym województwie poznañskim, Poznañ 1939–
Krakow 1947, p. 157, fig. 2
c) Borowieckie Ol. (Borówiec) in Kórnik
estate, Pyzdry county, a scattered settlement, colony. Map from 1777 [1:5900].
Fig. [E.] Grund. State Archive in Poznañ.
Poznañ Notarial Office II 68
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The prevalent type of homestead in Wielkopolska was the scattered settlement,
with separate buildings located most often on a plan of a quadrangle, combining
features of a Polish and German farmstead; the outbuildings stood mainly in a single
line and were covered by a common roof.
Residential buildings, in particular in areas subject to colonisation in the first
stage, in one-row bog type arrangement clustered at a road had their gable walls
turned to the street and had arcades usually supported on four–three columns. In
villages of the scattered arrangement of homesteads ridge buildings without arcades
were common (esp. in the 19th c.). An attic (trempel) was a characteristic element of
the construction of living quarters and especially of outbuildings in scattered type
olêder settlements in a part of Wielkopolska (Nowy Tomyœl Plains).
Arcaded cottage in an olêder settlement
Folsztyn n. Wieleñ on Noteæ from ca.
1742 [O. Grossert, Evangelium und
Deutschtum in Filhener Gebiet unter
polnische Grundherrschaft 912–1789,
(Schoenlanke) 1929, following p. 37]

Over a dozen or so Dutch law villages in Wielkopolska, and since the year 1768
and in the 19th c. and the 20th c. at least several tens of them, had buildings which
were places of worship. These were Mennonite churches, as e.g. in Herburtów and
Nowe Dwory, subsequently converted into Lutheran churches and primarily churches
of the Augsburg confession. In the first half of the 19th c. some of the faithful of this
last Church, so-called Old Lutherans, were in opposition to the state Evangelical
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Church – former Mennonite temple,
Nowe Dwory n. Wieleñ, 1792, tower
1615. Photo W. Kowaliñski

Union Church. In nearly all Dutch law villages in Wielkopolska inhabited by Evangelicals
there were schools which functioned primarily as prayer houses. Next to the churches,
but most frequently on the outskirts of the village, there were cemeteries whose gravestones can be found today, being next to the spatial layout of the villages and their
fields the most conspicuous traces of colonisation based on Dutch law.
The toponymy was a major cultural aspect of Dutch law colonisation, also in
Wielkopolska. Of the 725 olêder villages in 1793 over 32% bore names inherited after
depopulated villages or old ones with new inhabitants, or villages transferred with
the same residents to Dutch law. Slightly more than 67% received new names; while
possessive names prevailed, there were also topographic and characteristic names
(upwards of 12%).
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The significance of Dutch law colonisation in the history of the Polish countryside and the need for the preservation of its cultural heritage

An attempt at a comprehensive assessment of the development of colonisation
based on Dutch law in Poland in the years 1547–1864, having regard to the continuation of the work of the first colonists by their descendants by 1945, i.e. until the end of
their stay in most of the olêder settlements, must indicate the significance of this form of
rent colonisation in Polish rural history and point out the need for the preservation of its
historical heritage. The following are the most important theses of this assessment.
1. When it comes to the number of settlements (1553), mainly in previously settled if later depopulated territories and in only ca. 37% started from scratch, colonisation
based on Dutch law had a lesser importance for the entire country but was more crucial
on the level of the regions it proceeded in. Still, especially in the 16th–18th c., it contributed to the taking over or reintroduction for cultivation of a sizeable area of land reserves which were difficult to develop and to the balancing and increase of the rural
population in Poland after war ravages and epidemics. Because of the principal characteristics of the legal status, the organisation and the function of the local government as
well as the principle of neighbourly cooperation necessitated by the community economy
in harsh natural conditions. This colonisation was conducive to the democratisation of
a significant section of the rural population and was the most efficient form of making
rent popular. It likewise had a major and varied contribution to the improvement of the
efficiency of a big number of villages. This was possible first of all thanks to the construction and maintenance in at least 350 of them of a new improved hydrotechnological
system, created mainly by settlers of Dutch origin and their descendants; this system
was composed of hundreds of kilometres of embankments, thousands of kilometres of
canals and irrigation ditches, thousands of trees and bushes planted with a view to
drying up the land, and hundreds of irrigation facilities (primarily windmills). Thanks
to all of this, with substantial financial outlays and nearly four centuries of indefatigable efforts of many generations of settlers, at least 100,000 hectares of frequently fertile
land was reclaimed from bodies of water and swamps and developed. Furthermore, it
was instrumental for the promotion of the modern system of land cultivation (individual three-field economy and various kinds of crop rotation), the improvement of the
cultivation technique by a more frequent use of fertilisers, the use of better tools, the
introduction of new crops (legumes and hop), and in particular for the substantial or at
least balanced contribution of cattle and sheep breeding and fruit cultivation. Moreover,
olêder villages with a goods bent of the agriculture and breeding, took an active part in
trade, thus contributing to undermining obsolete structures of the economy based on
the grange and serfdom, paving the way for further rent reforms and a new economic
mentality. Olêder colonisation enriched the cultural landscape of a significant number
of Polish villages not only by the irrigation system but by a few other elements described
above at length, displaying a certain diversification across regions and even within one
region.
2. Recognising the superiority of the economic and social culture and the religiondriven industry of the Dutch and German colonists, it should be borne in mind that the
Dutch law economy was in general more efficient and competitive than that of the serf-
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dom peasants. What was instrumental here were the features of the legal and socialeconomic system of the olêder settlements. Also Polish Olêdrzy and Catholics set up rent
settlements based on Dutch law which were markedly different from other villages because of their higher economic level, social organisation and culture.
3. Olêder colonisation also had its downsides. Foreign newcomers, in particular
the most numerous Germans, enjoying a privileged legal and economic status and
a freedom of religion, walled themselves off from the indigenous population of farmers,
who were mainly subject to serfdom, also because of their dissimilar ethnic, confessional, and linguistic background and on account of different customs. Furthermore,
because the Olêdry took over pastures to be settled and because they infringed on the
land of the neighbouring villages, long-term conflicts ensued. An absence of a community of joint interests, which infrequently (in royal estates) manifested itself in collaboration of the Olêdrzy-immigrants with the urban population against the feudal burdens
imposed by the nobility and against army abuse, was in effect for the benefit of the
feudal lords. The prevalence of German Protestants among the settlers likewise posed
a certain threat to the development of national awareness and the Polish raison d’e^tre
on account of the following: 1) the exploitation of some settlers (mainly because of the
feudal burdens, but also their pursuit of profit and revenge) for political ends by the
Prussian state, treating for instance the dissident question as a pretext for an interference in Poland’s internal affairs, 2) identification of being German with Lutheranism,
3) collaboration of German settlers from Dutch law villages with Poland’s oppressors
during national risings, 4) support given by the descendants of German settlers, but
also the culturally and politically Germanized Dutch-Mennonites to Nazi Germany, and
their participation in fighting against the Poles during World War II. This last conduct
resulted in their escape and forced displacement from Poland after World War II.
4. While the descendants of the Dutch settlers have not lived here for 60 years,
the cultural landscape the generations of residents created is discernible today in the
majority of their settlements. The rural layout, i.e. the spatial arrangement of the villages and their fields has been generally well-preserved. In contrast, the elements of the
hydrotechnological system have suffered more. In a large percentage of villages that
were originally founded on Dutch law we have dealt with negative changes in the architecture of the embankments and canals, which have sunk and become overgrown with
grass, the ditches are full of weeds, the hills have been levelled, whereas the trees and
bushes, sometimes the only trace of the Dutch colonists, are cut down. This slowly but
steadily leads to the fertile land becoming swampy ground again and to the reduction
in the grazing value of the meadows. Only some 10% villages formerly inhabited by the
Dutch settlers have preserved monuments of cultural heritage in the form of mainly
wooden residential buildings and outbuildings in comparison to the period immediately following World War II. They mainly come from the 19th c., a small number of
them have been moved to open air heritage museums. Most of them were pulled down
by their new Polish residents, arriving here in the period 1945–1946 from other areas,
in large part displaced from the eastern territories of the Second Polish Republic. Their
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descendants, not familiar with the methods of developing flood lands and swamps,
because of difficult access and new residential needs, built their new brick houses in
flat areas rather than on hills, which they additionally levelled. This, coupled with
a raised level of ground waters, is a direct reason for the annual submerging of lower
stories and even, as at the time of the 1981 flood in Mazovia, for a permanent flooding of new buildings, while the old ones erected on the mounds stand intact.
5. For the past quarter of a century, however, there has been an increased awareness of the need for preserving, if not reconstructing, a substantial part of the
hydrotechnological system in order to facilitate the efficient cultivation of the land
(also with the aid of Dutch hydrotechnologists and farmers) as well as other olêder
elements of the cultural landscape.
A section of a Mennonite Lutheran cemetery in a former olêder settlement of
Herburtowo n. Wieleñ on Noteæ. Photo
W. PrzewoŸny

The preserved village buildings, churches, schools-prayer houses, old cemeteries and gravestones are more and more often taken care of by the descendants of the
new inhabitants, Poles and Catholics, parishes, municipality authorities, social organisations, conservators of historical heritage, and museum researchers. The progress
of scientific research and the activities of institutions and social, cultural, and tourist
heritage organisations contributes to the heightened awareness among the general
public of the historical value of and the consequent need for the preservation of the
olêder cultural heritage in Poland. The contacts and cooperation with former residents
of Dutch law villages in Poland and their descendants, people scattered all over the
world, are of significant assistance here. These contacts, begun in the later 1970s, are
fostered by the Polish side (individuals and institutions), especially for the past
20 years. Historic awareness is likewise enhanced by scientific and cultural congresses
and social gatherings, such as e.g. the H. Reimer Mennonite congress in Gdañsk
Pomerania and a general olêder congress in Nekla in Wielkopolska.
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An olêder cottage, Nowa Ró¿a n. Nowy Tomyœl. Photo W. Kowaliñski

“Der Erste arbeitete sich tat,
Der Zweite litt noch Not,
Der Dritte erst hatte Brot” 1 .
There have been a few stages in the development of the colonisation of
Wielkopolska. Their traces, while not always visible, can still be found in the
architectural landscape of the region. The reasons for the colonisation to proceed
in stages and for the resultant changes in the landscape of Wielkopolska were
many, e.g. socio-economic and systemic transformations, legal norms, political
and administrative decisions, economic activity of inhabitants, as well as migrations and demographic and ethnic processes.
It is generally believed that the solid foundations of the colonisation network of Wielkopolska, one of the oldest settlement areas of Poland, were laid at
the close of the 16th century. It was then that the uplands, dry and unwooded

1
A children’s counting-out rhyme reflecting
the trials and tribulations of successive generations of settlers during the colonisation of
the Nowy Tomyœl outwash fans (after K. Hielscher 1994, p. 48). Settlers arrived here of their
own free will but it seems that this “willingness” was necessitated by their personal circumstances. In the majority of cases those
settlers sought tolerance and stability that
could be achieved through the possession of
their own farmsteads, which they had often
lost, and which they were offered, even if in
an adverse natural environment, by Polish
feudal lords. It is therefore hardly surprising
that successive generations of settlers were
so strongly determined to develop their new
places of residence, their new little homeland.
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areas of fertile soils, were primarily settled and developed. Only later, with the
progress of (grange) economy also the wilderness was settled. It is in order to
mention at this point that the settlement and development of these areas was not
solely of a rural type since the Wielkopolska grange, with its produce targeted
mainly at the internal market, needed towns. Therefore, it could not impede the
urbanisation processes to the extent seen in other parts of the country. This resulted in the emergence of a very thick and extensive settlement network, wider
than in the other regions of Poland, which consisted not only of villages but of
numerous towns. Thus the unsettled or sparsely settled areas of Wielkopolska
were solely the sands and wetlands in the Toruñ-Eberswalde Glacial Spillway, the
Nowy Tomyœl outwash fans in western Wielkopolska, the sands in the WarsawBerlin Glacial Spillway and in the bifurcation of the Prosna and Warta Rivers, as
well as the wooded hills of end moraines. In other words, these were the areas
which due to the then economy and level of technology could not possibly be
made habitable.
The progress of the economy brought about an intensification of the settlement networks in previously unpenetrated areas. Regrettably, this progress was
brought to a halt in the latter half of the 17th century by the Swedish invasion and
the attendant pillage raids of the Brandenburg Elector. These events claimed the
lives of 30% of the population; in addition numerous towns, workshops, villages,
and crops were irretrievably lost. To make matters worse, in the period 1660–
1662, Wielkopolska was ravaged by a plague, and forty years later by the third
Northern War (1700–1721) and another plague (1708–1709), which this time
caused the deaths of around 15–20% of the population (K. Hielscher 1994, p. 46;
J. Topolski 1999, p. 130f). All of the above factors brought about a marked decrease in the production capacities of the region and led to a major economic
crisis, which the feudal owners tried to avert by any means, urgently looking for
new workforce. One of the solutions adopted was an intensive colonisation campaign of the 18th century, with its most important settlement movement, i.e. based
on Dutch Law, known as the olendry or holendry type of settlement. It can be safely
regarded as the most important since out of the approximately 800 newly established
settlements, nearly 500 are olêder ones. The vast majority of them were set up in
western Wielkopolska, in the aforementioned Nowy Tomyœl outwash fans in the Nowy
Tomyœl Plains (cf. J. Topolski 1999, p. 137; S. Zajchowska 1989, p. 20).
The Nowy Tomyœl Plains, stretching roughly up to the Pniewy – Lwówek –
Pszczew – Trzciel – Zb¹szyñ – Wolsztyn – Rakoniewice line, is an area with
a majority of soils based on boulder clays and sands, mainly divided into smallsized depressions separated by strips of sandy scree, prone to be covered with
woods, traversed by numerous ditches and brooks that call for burdensome drainage work. This was precisely the landscape that the 18th-century settlers saw, as
can be witnessed by some descriptions from relevant literature: Es war eine von
Sümpfen und Urwäldern durchzogene Gegend, in der Wolf, Bär und Elch hausten

Outbuilding with a high attic – trempel from S¹topy. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice. Photo W. Kowaliñski
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(after W. Schüler 1994, p. 19) or Rechts a Pisch’l, links a Pisch’l – Mitten drinnen
Neutomischel! 2 Small wonder, then, that for a long time this area presented little
agricultural value for its owners or potential settlers. This thesis cannot be refuted by the fact that the periphery of the area under consideration or small enclaves within it, in the vicinity of Tomyœl (now Stary Tomyœl), Wytomyœl, Grudna,
Boruja, £omnica, K¹kolew, Kuœlin, Bolewice, Chmielinek, and Jab³onna, had already been settled. It should be stressed that it was only the attractive conditions
for colonisation based on Dutch Law, according to which a colonist was guaranteed personal freedom, could dispose of the land freely (upon permission of the
superior owner) in return for a fixed monetary payment in the form of a rent,
whereas the owner of the property was able to extend their arable land and increase the profitability of his estate, that contributed to the development and colonisation of this area, composed mainly of wetlands, forests, and meadows.
The attractiveness of the colonisation, the
great demand for settlers (especially those adept
at draining wetlands or willing to level forests
and brushwood), and an absence of absolute
authority in a liberal state brought about an
influx of new settlers to Wielkopolska. Germans
constituted a large group of around 40% of all
olêder settlers (J. Topolski 1999, p. 133; J. Burszta 1958, pp. 112–114); the others were of Polish
nationality, mainly from Pomerania and Silesia,
and of Czech origin (cf. K. Hielscher 1994, p. 46;
A. Pelczyk 1997, p. 4f). In the case of Wielkopolska, for lack of unambiguous records, it is
considered that the participation of the Dutch
settlers in the colonisation of the region was
negligible (cf. W. Rusiñski 1947, pp. 9–10 and
29–36). I believe that the Dutch who at that
time arrived in Wielkopolska no longer constituted a separate ethnic and religious group, but
were coming here with groups of German settlers. They were most probably the descendants
of the Dutchmen who had settled earlier either
in Pomerania or in Northern Germany, and
therefore, as inhabitants of Pomerania or the
German lands were not necessarily seen as bona
fide Dutch colonists, even if one should admit
that the location acts contain many surnames that
can be tied to the Netherlands (e.g. Uckert, Ey).

2
A rhyme based on a local dialect and a wordplay. Initially the words Pisch’ln or Bisch’ln referred to alder trees, so characteristic of the area’s landscape. The word Pusch in its basic
meaning derives from the word Busch, which in
High German means a small forest or alder
brushwood growing on a swampy ground (gleich
kleiner Wald, auch im Sumpf waschendes
Erlengehölz). The meaning of this word in the
Nowy Tomyœl area changed only in the 19th century, when in one literary text its author wrote as
follows: Buk und Neutomischel züchten
Hopfenbüschel! In this case the above rhyme
refers already to hop bushes, which at that time
became commonly grown in the area (G. Wilhelm, 1994, p. 22).
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Double external door with a transom window from S¹topy. Rys. W. Kujawa
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The new arrivals settled down in abandoned villages, in wooded areas or in
marshlands where, faced with primitive conditions, having to clear forests, dig
ditches, drain marshlands, create arable fields, and erect new farmsteads, they
started an unprecedented transformation of the original landscape.
The first settlers set up very simple homesteads, locating them either along the
road that ran parallel to the stream or swamps (one-row type) or dispersed among
fields, meadows, and a forest (a scattered village). In the former case, a rarity in this
particular area, the farmsteads were located on either side of the main thoroughfare,
which ran parallel to the delineated strips of farms belonging to particular settlers
(ill.). In the latter case, in turn, far more common here, the farmsteads were located in
the midst of fields, and thus each farm had its own road connecting it to the main
thoroughfare, which was delineated irrespective of the buildings scattered across the

Interior of an olêder cottage from the
vicinity of Nowy Tomyœl. Wielkopolska
Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice.
Photo W. Kowaliñski
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A picture of the present-day settlement scattered around Nowy Tomyœl. Drawing W. Kujawa
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area. This was especially visible in the central part of the so-called Nowy Tomyœl
basin, where the area closed off within the K¹kolewo-Chroœnica-Wytomyœl triangle (with a side of ca. 16 km) continues to give the impression of a huge village
traversed by numerous ditches and meadows, composed of hundreds of scattered
farmsteads connected with one another by an extensive network of local roads
(ill.). Thus in both situations the layout of the buildings was closely tied with the
type of the settlement and with the character and shape of the piece or pieces of
arable land owned by particular farms, so-called huby. From the very beginning
the settlers tried to establish their farmsteads in a way that assured the most costeffective and efficient agriculture and animal husbandry; the proximity of a meadow
was convenient for cattle breeding, and the location of the fields close to the living quarters saved time needed to reach them.

An olêder cottage from Jastrzêbsko
Stare. Photo M. JóŸwikowska

Olêder homestead from the vicinity
of Nowy Tomyœl. Wielkopolska Ethnographic Park in Dziekanowice.
Photo W. Kowaliñski
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The buildings on the farmstead were erected based on a framework construction, tied the fishtail fashion, or on a framework and post construction with
the use of hewn posts not only of pine, but also of oak tree or larch, which was
a novelty in the traditional construction in Wielkopolska (or even in Poland), where
more noble wood was predominantly applied for foundations. The first homes
were usually one-and-a-half-track ones and accommodated people and livestock
(horses) under one roof. This was again an architectural form foreign to the local
inhabitants, who erected separate buildings for people and animals (ill.). The living quarters were typically located on the right-hand side of the entrance hall,
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An olêder cottage (1807), with a broad
facade, asymmetrical with a part for the
livestock under one roof (as of 1995),
S¹topy, Province of Wielkopolska. Photo
M. JóŸwikowska

Plans of olêder cottages in the Nowy
Tomyœl area: a. cottage (1795) wide-front,
one-and-a-half-tract, with the livestock
part (layout from prior to 1975), S¹topy
4; b. cottage (1768) wide-front, one-anda-half-tract, with the livestock part (layout
from prior to 1973), Ró¿a Nowa; c. cottage (1823) wide-front, one-and-a-halftract, Nowy Tomyœl (in 1983 transferred
to WPE); d. cottage (19th c.) wide-front,
two-tract, Paproæ; e. cottage (19th c.)
wide-front, two-tract, Sêkowo. Ku –
kitchen, S – hall, I – room, K – chamber,
Sp – larder, Cz. inw. – livestock quarters
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Cottage with a trempel from Boruja,
Nowy Tomyœl area. Photo M. JóŸwikowska

with the part for the livestock on the left-hand side; the door was located mainly
in the southern wall of the building (Cf. A. Pelczyk, 1997). The hall opened up
onto a wide chimney or so-called black kitchen, to the right of which there was
a big room, followed by a small chamber. The walls of the buildings, ca. 2 metres
in height, composed of 3 to 5 pine blocks or pine and oaken ones, were laid on an
oaken foundation, which in turn rested on big field stones. The whole structure
was covered with a saddle roof of a trussed-rafter or purlin construction, thatched
or covered with straw. The roof came in two different forms. One of them consisted in the placement of the tie beams even with the face of the gable wall, the
other in making them jut out by 10 to 60 cm (overhanging roof) over the face of
the gable wall. In the course of time the initial houses were modernized by transferring the livestock to an outbuilding erected opposite the house, while the part
of the cottage previously used by the domestic animals was converted into living
quarters for senior family members. Behind the cottage, which was most often
situated with its gable wall to the road, there was a standalone bread stove made
of stone or burnt brick. The homestead was flanked, usually on its western side,
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Armorial stained glass windows in a former Mennonite church in Nowe Dwory n. Wieleñ. Photo W. Kowaliñski

by a small barn, which completed the homestead model composed of three buildings, often surrounded by trees, e.g. oaks (ill.). The majority of the buildings featured a spacious attic, a half-storey known as the trempel, which functioned as
a granary or a drying room. The trempel was set up by an elbow-shaped wall of
a framework structure, 60 to 120 cm in height, made up of several vertical posts
mounted from the bottom in the beam (purlin) resting on the end sections of the
ceiling joists, joined at the top by means of a horizontal beam (head rail), on
which the rafters were propped. Such a skeletal construction, additionally strengthened by means of slanting struts, was boarded up vertically or horizontally, with
two or three door frames left between the posts. A characteristic feature of this
architectural form was an overhanging roof, a result of pulling the end sections of
the ceiling rafters from 10 to 60 cm outside the face of the longitudinal walls and
the placement of the end trusses on the head beam some 10 to 30 cm beyond the
face of the gable wall.
The development of the farmstead, overcoming hardships caused by the
difficult environmental conditions, as well as the improvement of the productivity of the farm, allowed the settlers to, for instance, develop cattle breeding, bee-
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keeping, and the introduction of new plant species, such as hop, whose plantations with their unique infrastructure became a hallmark of the local landscape
(ill.). The economic progress of the colonized area, and the resultant increase in
the wealth of some of the colonists led to the introduction of a double-track cottage with successive generations of settlers. Thus, the older one-and-a-half-track
layout of cottages gave way to the new type, which offered the same solutions as
far as the construction of the walls, the high attic, and the construction of the roof
were concerned (ill.). Beside cottages, there were also more roomy outbuildings, whose
architectural form, building material, and construction solutions were not dramatically changed, either. I believe that this situation stemmed mainly from the slightly
peripheral location and from the unique characteristics of the local landscape. The
immediate environment – the local forests – offered very good construction material, i.e. wood. The area continued to be marshy even if its level of ground waters
was already regulated. The only novelty was the growing popularity of brick or
stone wall base, completed by a brick roll, a more frequent use of roofing tiles,
followed by metal sheets, and the erection of two-chimney smoke systems.

3
Because of the “retreat” of presentday inhabitants of the Nowy Tomyœl
area to urban areas and as a result of
the general decline of agriculture, the
wastelands were administratively subjected to afforestation.

Reflecting on the impact of olêder settlers on the architectural landscape of
the area under discussion, one may say that their presence here can still be felt
today. Living on and developing this land, they created a certain set of architectural characteristics which through their intensity and configurations led to the
creation of a unique architectural and cultural landscape. It was in this area that
we can still spot the only hop plantations in Wielkopolska. It was here that the
most numerous examples of wooden architecture are preserved, esp. of framework type, so popular among olêder colonists. Here, too, we cannot but notice
roomy attics of outbuildings (trempel), whose roofs are covered with original tiles
or sheets. Taking a closer look at some details of architecture, we discover the
popularity of brick wall bases, the existence of shutters on most windows, decorative motifs on many construction elements, and the application of paint of the
inner walls of cottages directly onto raw wood. However, we find it more and
more difficult to believe that the forests and the brushwood of the area gave way
to the colonists close to 300 years ago and that water drained away through the
ditches dug by them. Today’s landscape of the Nowy Tomyœl outwash fans, again
being covered with forests and brushwood, in large measure neglected as far as
the irrigation systems are concerned, can only be commented upon by a paraphrase of a popular saying: We (Olêdry – author’s note) were not around, there
was a wood. We are no longer there, there is a wood3 .
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Part of a contemporary hop plantation in Cicha Góra (Cisiogórskie Olêdry), Nowy Tomyœl area, 1995. Photo M. Fryza
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LIST OF OBJECTS

MARIA ZNAMIEROWSKA-PRÜFFEROWA ETHNOGRAPHIC MUSEUM IN TORUÑ:
Ceramics

Furniture and architectural elements

Cream jug, interwar period, Tychnowy, gm. Kwidzyn,
MET 29312;

Chair, pó³nocna Polska, MET 1726;

Teapot, interwar period, Fabryka Fajansu „Koenigselt”, Niemcy, Glina, gm. Sadlinki, MET 29363;

Chair, ziemia che³miñska (mebel jamneñski), 1817,
MET 1727;
Bed, 19th-century, okolice Bydgoszczy, MET 6318;

Two-handle pot, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 33018;
Two-handle pot, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 33019;

Chest-bench, 19th-century, K³uœno, gm. Swiedziebno (ziemia dobrzyñska), MET 17039;

Salt container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 34361;

Dowry chest, 1879, ¯u³awy, MET 18758;

Flour container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 34362;

Corner cupboard, 19th-century, Górne Wymiary (ziemia che³miñska), MET 19055;

Bottle, interwar period, Wycinki (woj. pomorskie), MET
41772;
Small container, interwar period, Sucha (woj. kujawsko-pomorskie), MET 46977;

Shelf, 19th-century, M¹towskie Pastwiska, gm. Ryjewo, MET 28540;
Bookcase, 18th-century, M¹towskie Pastwiska, gm.
Ryjewo, MET 28544;

Two-handle pot, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49547;
Two-handle pot, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49548;

Easy chair, interwar period, Benowo (Powiœle Kwidzyñskie), MET 29383;

Oval dish, 19th/20th-century, Wytwórnia Porcelany
„Koenigselt”, Niemcy, MET 49620;

Towel shelf, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 37992;

Jar-pot, ca. 1930, Toruñ, MET 49670;

Inlaid dowry chest, late 19th-century, Annowo (woj.
kujawsko-pomorskie), MET 42368;

Soup plate, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49674;

Dowry chest, 1902, Toruñ, MET 49669;

Soup plate, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49677;

Shelf, 19th-century, M¹towskie Pastwiska, gm. Ryjewo, MET 55723;

Oval dish, interwar period, wytwórnia porcelany
w Kopenhadze, MET 49813;
Dinner plate, interwar period, Wytwórnia Ceramiki Villeroy Boch, Drezno, Niemcy, MET 49868;
Semolina container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET
49929;
Rice container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49930;
Groats container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49931;
Pastry container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49932;
Crumbs container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 49933;
Sugar container, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 99344;
Dish, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 51106;
Plate, 1920s, Wytwórnia Ceramiki Villeroy and Boch,
Drezno, Niemcy, MET 51109;
Plate, 1920s, Wytwórnia Ceramiki Villeroy and Boch,
Drezno, Niemcy, MET 51111;
Tankard, interwar period, Koz³ówka, gm. Kamionka,
MET 51779;
Tankard, interwar period, Koz³ówka, gm. Kamionka,
MET 51800;
Two-handle pot, interwar period, Toruñ, MET 52702;
Pitcher, interwar period, MET 53857;
Glass-mug, ca. 1930, MET 54908;
Glass-mug, ca. 1930, MET 54909;

Bookcase, 19th-century, M¹towskie Pastwiska, gm.
Ryjewo, MET 55732;
Double-leaf door with the casing, 18th-century, Kosowo, gm. Œwiecie, MET 51 041/1-4;
Fragment of a wall with a small window and a doorframe, 18th-century, Wielki Komórsk, gm. Warlubie,
MET 50 841/1-10;
Fragment of corner beam joints, 18th-century, Wielki
Komórsk, gm. Warlubie, MET 50 824/1-9;
Double-leaf door, 18th-century, Wielki Komórsk, gm.
Warlubie, MET 50 848/1-2;
Painted door, 19th-century, M¹towskie Pastwiska,
gm. Ryjewo, MET 56 161;
Painted door, 19th-century, M¹towskie Pastwiska, gm.
Ryjewo, MET 56 162;
Eaves board, 18th-century, Kosowo, gm. Œwiecie,
MET/IMP/1388;
Board with a decorative ornament, 18th-century, Kosowo, gm. Œwiecie, MET/IMP/1389.
Textiles
Embroided tablecloth for towels, ca. 1923, wyk. L. Szarafiñska, Che³mno, MET 27834;
Embroided wall hanging, interwar period, wyk. J. Lipka, Janowo, MET 29432;
Embroided wall hanging, ca. 1926–1927, wyk. Cz. Bublic, Sucha (Bory Tucholskie), MET 43180;

Glass-mug, ca. 1930, MET 54910;

Embroided decorative towel, interwar period, wyk.
H. Oberland, Pelplin, MET 50988;

Dinnerware set, late 19th-century, Toruñ, MET 54912/
1, 4, 8, 11, 13, 15, 16, 21;

Embroided decorative towel, interwar period, wyk.
W. Klimek, Œroda Wielkopolska, MET 51859;

Set of condiment containers, ca. 1910, MET 55885/1-6;

Embroided napkin, interwar period, wyk. W. Klimek,
Œroda Wielkopolska, MET 51870;

Bottle, interwar period, MET 56496.

Embroided wall hanging, interwar period, wyk. S. Beszczyñska, Chojnice, MET 54930.
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ETHNOGRAFIC MUSEUM – BRANCH OF THE NATIONAL MUSEUM IN GDAÑSK:
Dowry chest, 1876, ¯u³awy, MNG/E/4314;

Twin bench, Œwierki, pow. Nowy Staw, MNG/E/4561;

Inlaid dowry chest, Or³owo, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/4069;

Stool, Kmiecin, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/
1077;

Dowry chest from the Marshland, 1878, Marzêcino,
pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/2628;

Stove bench, ¯u³awki, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski,
MNG/E/3714;

Dowry chest for storing clothes, 1853, ¯u³awy, MNG/
E/405;

Kitchen stool, Œwibno, pow. Gdañsk, MNG/E/2832;

Wardrobe from the Marshland, 19th-century, B³otnik
k. Gdañska, MNG/E/2631;
Dowry chest, 19th-century, Nowa Koœcielnica, MNG/
E/2809;
Wedding chair from the Marshland, 1783, MNG/E/5058;
Wedding chair from the Marshland, 1776, MNG/E/5057;

Table from the Marshland, Nowa Koœcielnica, pow.
Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/2833;
Small closet, 19th-century, Nowa Koœcielnica, pow.
Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/2845;
Farmers’ closet for money and documents, 18th-century, ¯u³awki, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/3916;
Clock, 1866, ¯elichowo, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski,
MNG/E/3297;

Wedding chair from the Marshland, 1780, MNG/E/4762;
Clock, 19th-century, Pomorze, MNG/E/8174;
Wedding chair from the Marshland, 1827, MNG/E/4472;
Wedding chair from the Marshland, 1796, MNG/ E/4471;
Wedding chair from the Marshland, 1852, MNG/E/3296;

Clock, 1st half of the 19th-century, ¯u³awy, MNG/E/
2842;
“Porcelain” clock, 2nd half of the 19th-century, Pomorze, MNG/E/ 3917;

Wedding chair from the Marshland, MNG/E/3295;
Chair with a woven seat, 1776, M¹towy Wielkie, pow.
Malbork, MNG/E/2831;
Closet from the Marshland, 18th/19th-century, Lubieszewo, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/4470;
Wardrobe from the Marshland, 18th/19th-century,
¯u³awki, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/3920;
Wardrobe from the Marshland, 18th/19th-century,
Tujsk, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/2625;
Wardrobe from the Marshland, 18th/19th-century, Stobiec, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/1097;

Clock, 2nd half of the 19th-century. Pomorze, MNG/E/
7167;
Running light of a “barkas” boat, 19th-century, £aszki
k. Nowego Dworu Gdañskiego, MNG/E/ 4247;
Ice crampoons, 19th-century, Groszkowo, pow. Nowy
Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/ 1368;
Fisherman’s basket, 19th-century, Œwibno, pow. Nowy
Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/ 2945;
Pitchfork, 19th-century, Solnica, pow. Nowy Dwór
Gdañski, MNG/E/1021;
Grain shovel, Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/ 3249;

Angle closet from the Marshland, 1865, Kobyla Kêpa,
pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/1986;
Rocking cradle, 19th-century, Skowronki, pow. Nowy
Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/4316;
Bench with a backrest and armrests, ¯u³awki, pow.
Nowy Dwór Gdañski, MNG/E/3715;

Spade, 19th-century, Marzêcino, pow. Nowy Dwór
Gdañski, MNG/E/ 1020;
Coffee-roasting mill, Cedry Wielkie, ¯u³awy, MNG/E/
5161;
Wine barrel, 1900, £aszki, pow. Nowy Dwór Gdañski,
MNG/E/ 4193.

MUSEUM IN KWIDZYÑ – BRANCH OF THE MALBORK MUSEUM:
Watering can, ca. 1890, Œwinia Grupa, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/358;

Butter churn, ca. 1930, Miko³ajki Pomorskie, pow.
sztumski, MK/E/1273;

Chair for a spinner, 1804, M¹towskie Pastwiska, MK/
E/197;

Vat made of wooden staves, ca. 1870, Szkaradowo,
pow. sztumski, MK/E/389;

Cot, ca. 1880, Trzciano, pow. sztumski, MK/E/594;

Jug made of wooden staves, ca. 1850, Tychnowy,
pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/388;

Spade, 18th/19th-century, Piekarniak, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/296;
Spade, 18th/19th-century, Cygielak, pow. kwidzyñski,
MK/E/295;
Spade, 18th/19th-century, Gardeja, pow. kwidzyñski,
MK/E/297;
Spade, 18th/19th-century, Wiœliny, pow. kwidzyñski,
MK/E/294;
Butter churn, ca. 1930, Miko³ajki Pomorskie, pow.
sztumski, MK/E/1274;

Wooden double pot, 18th/19th-century, Szkaradowo,
pow. sztumski, MK/E/217;
Wooden bucket made of staves, ca. 1930, Gucz, pow.
kwidzyñski, MK/E/391;
Wooden jug, 2nd half of the 18th-century, Malbork,
MK/E/944;
Baby bath made of wooden staves, ca. 1850, Tychnowy, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/392;
Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, 19th-century,
Tychnowy, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/561;
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Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, 19th-century,
Trzciano, pow. sztumski, MK/E/588;

Carpenter’s plane, 1775, Kalwa, pow. sztumski, MK/
E/435;

Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, 19th/20th-century, Kwidzyn, MK/E/1366;

Carpenter’s plane, 1775, Baldram, pow. kwidzyñski,
MK/E/434;

Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, early 20th-century, Trzciano, pow. sztumski, MK/E/872;

Iron hoe for cleaning ditches, early 20th-century, Korzeniewo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/878;

Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, 19th/20th-century, Gniew, MK/E/1379;

Iron scoop for cleaning ditches, 19th-century, Korzeniewo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/879;

Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, early 20th-century, Trzciano, pow. sztumski, MK/E/873;

Iron scoop for cleaning ditches, 19th-century, Korzeniewo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/880;

Stoneware pot decorated with cobalt, early 20th-century, Trzciano, pow. sztumski, MK/E/874;

Ice axe, ca. 1930, Korzeniewo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/
E/1019;

Strainer-pot, 19th-century, Obrzynowo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/E/1350;

Ice axe, ca. 1939, Korzeniewo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/
E/1020;

Ice skates, ca. 1860, Nebrowo, pow. kwidzyñski, MK/
E/417;

“Crescent” corner closet, 19th-century, Dragacz, pow.
œwiecki, MK/E/189;

Travelling sledge, 1656, Pomorze, MK/E/1075;

“Crescent” corner closet, 18th/19th-century, Goryñ,
pow. i³awski, MK/E/188.

Travelling sledge, early 19th-century, Kamieñ, pow.
i³awski, MK/E/199;

Archival photographs from the collection of the former Heimatmuseum: 29 pcs.

MUZEUM ¯U£AWSKIE IN NOWY DWÓR GDAÑSKI
Gravestones – stelas from Mennonite cemeteries in
the Marshland, 18th/19th-century;
Kitchen heaters, early 20th-century, ¯u³awy;

Ice skates, 18th-century, ¯u³awy;
Watering can for canvas bleaching, 18th/19th-century, ¯u³awy;

Bottles with boxes featuring the manufacturer’s name
(a company run by Mennonites), 19th/20th-century,
Nowy Dwór Gdañski;

Set of old photographs: 30 pcs.;

Mennonite Bible, 18th-century;

Photographs framed in windowframes.

Documents – passport, personal artefacts;

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC MUSEUM IN ELBL¥G:
Wooden clog, early 20th-century, ¯u³awy, ME/106/ET;
Spade for digging ditches, 18th-century, Lubieszewo
k. Nowego Dworu Gdañskiego, ME 167/ET;
Wooden spade, 18th-century, Zwierzno, gm. Markusy, ME 72/ET;
Rake for cleaning ditches and canals, 1930s, Zwierzno, ME71/ET;
Rake, Nowe Dolno, gm. Markusy, ME236/ET;

Goods scale, 19th-century, Dzierzgonka, gm. Markusy, ME299/ET;
Brush for combing flax, 1798, Zwirzno, gm. Markusy,
ME293/ET;
Semicircular stool, 19th/20th-century, ¯u³awy, ME360/
ET;
Fish basket, ca. 1939, ¯u³awy, ME43/ET;
Earthenware drainer, 19th-century, Tropy, gm. Markusy, ME117/ET.

Goods scale, 19th-century, Kêpniewo, gm. Markusy,
ME171/ET;
CENTRAL MARINE MUSEUM IN GDAÑSK:
Model of the “Kat” ship of 17th-century Dutch fleet,
skala 1:50, CMM/BO/1859.
FROM PRIVATE COLLECTIONS:
Clocks from the Marshland in the collection of Pawe³
Fietkiewicz from Gdynia;

Built-in closet from the collection of Andrzej Gawroñski from Poznañ;

Kitchen towels and curtains with a machine embrodery from the collection of W³odzimierz Kaczmarek
from Poznañ;

Machine-embroidered textile with genre scenes from
the collection of Zofia Schroten from Utrecht.

The Ethnographic Museum, a branch of the National Museum in Poznań, would like to express sincere
gratitude and to individuals and institutions who assisted in the organisation of the exhibition.
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